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Abstract
All available model used to determine the 50% breakdown voltage for rod-type ami
conductor-typ- gaps subject to switching is-ipnlse waveforms has been applied to a tower-
conductor window gap conflgurution. The results for rod-plane, conductor-piane and tower-
conductor window gaps have all been compared and correspond well with practical data. III
order to app(v the model, a charge simulation technique has been adopted ill conjunction
with the 'Coulomb 3D' charge simulation package. Additional tests have been performed
where parameters of'the charge simulation method am! the electrode geometl:p hare been
adjusted and consequent conclusions made. Recommendationsfor further application of tile
model have been suggested.
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1. Introduction
Flashov ers at e likely to occur on trJIlSI11!SSIUli lines as .1 result
operations or power frequency ov of these sources may result in
either a phase-phase or phase-ground breakdown OCCUlTit1~ on the line ..Such ~Lbreakdown
which consequently leads to a loss of power on the line IS very 10 the supplier of
electricity and more importantly to the customer, especi lily where the industrial
operations of the customer are reliant on the uninterrupted supply of electricity.
Furthermore, breakdowns can lead to damage of equipment and property and in some
circumstances lead to the loss of li11::.Hence. it is important that all necessary and possible
precautions are taken to prevent flashovers from occurring,
This dissertation investigates breakdowns over long air-gaps specifically due to switching
operations where th~ magnitude of the transicm impulse on line caused by the switching
operation is sufficient to ionise the air around the line to such all extent that the streamer
produced is able to develop intc a leuder which rapidly propagates to a neighbouring
phase conductor or ground, or particular interest in this study IS the tower-conductor
wi-idow geometry where the flashover occurs from the conductor to the tower window ..
Extensive work has already been done ntto the physical processes that govern discharges
in large air-gaps with the intention of predicting, to a satisfactory level of accuracy,
whether the dielectric strength of the Insulating air is sufficient [0 prevent J. breakdown
from occurring under impulsive conditions ..A background to this work is provided In the
I1t'Xt chapter, Most of the work available has been hal tessed and analysed in search for a
mathematical model that will accur •.rtely predict the rnsulaung strength Ior a IOIWf-
conductor window geometry. Th,: emphasis ,)f [hi" inv estigation is then to apply and
verify J. muthernutical model by corup.mng It 10practical results which af'"
available Cliupter : diSCUSSeS further how this is dune
In Chapu»: 3, the first ofthree geometric models. the rod-plane gap is studied in order 1.0
veri Iy the mathematical mudd lor the simplest g'.eomc,<, \\ !leTt' simulation l\_'"ul~, are
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compared with
then also veri tied practical Jat ..L Once the
simple geome ry, more complex geometr \.; can then be studied.
Chapter 4 deals with the conductor-plane gap where the model is
comparing the simulation results with measured VOltage flashover 'I: alues, The analytical
calculations for the conductor-plane gap are far more complex than those for the rod-plane
gap and hence the researcher relies solely on simulation to verify the mathematical model.
Thus, it is essential that there is confidence In the simulation process, which IS the main
purpose for studying the rod-plane gap where analytical 'udhc.us are available for
verification,
Since thl: model being investigated 15 suited for rod-plane and conductor-plane type
geometry's, once tne model has been verified for the rod-plane and conductor-plane ::',aps,
the next step of veri fying the model for a tower-conductor window gap is pursued, This is
done in Chapter 5. The tower-conductor gap is a modification of Ihe conductor-plane gap.
thus allowing for the validated del of the conductor-plane gap to hi: used 10 obtain and
predict breakdown values for the tower-conductor window configunnion ..
The report concludes by summarising the findings I)f the researcn .indertaken. Areas for
further study are suggest<::d,
____ ~._._. -2
2. Outline of Research
2.1 Problem Statement
The aim of the research work IS to predict the breakdown milage, to a sufficient level of
:1CCUf:,,:::Y. for a tower-conductor window configuration where the conductor is subject to
switching impulses. It is intended that a model be produced or an existing model verified
'50 that the anticipated flashover value can be predicted for a defined gap distance and for
the given electrode dimensions of the tower and the conductor.
2.2 Backflround
A great deal orwork has already heen done III investigating the physical processes of
leader breakdown due to switching impulses as well as In performing measurements of
breakdown values tor a w ide range 'Jf electrode geometry' s and gap dis.ances ..This has
led to a limited number of theoretical models ,1I1d.1 large number of empirical forrnulas
which attempt to define the breilkdown voltage. A summary ofthe work available to d..lte
in tins subject is provided in .-1 ..
The breakdown voltage under
general the positive breakdown \olla:;(' is lower than the negauvc breakdown
except in certain circumstances such as where live line working is performed 011 C·)I11PIt':.
geometry's [Sadurski, van del" Merwe, Muftic], at low air pressure-, (below Sban [Kuffel
& Zaengl], in conductor-rod gaps w here the length of IIw rod exceeds the g;Jp length and
under \\ et conditions
generally being lower than the negatl\L' breakdown \':ohage IS explamed as follows lor a
positive point-plane gap, electrons l01111ed in an a\ alunche an: a" ..1 r.:,mlt of the high
space charge behind ..This causes
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which favours breakdown For a l1!;;gatlve point-plane gap. the opposite occurs where
electrons are repelled from the point mto the low Held
lick! at the point but resulting in a reduced ionisation
rise to an enhanced
The positive space cha-ge
formed has a cancellation etrect which consequently terminates the ionisation. Tv
overcome this retarding cancellation process a higher voltage is requu ,>d~",dhence
negative breakdown occurs at a higher voltage than positive breakdown Furthermore,
positive streamers directed towards the cathode have a narrower channel compared to the
negative, anode directed streames and therefore result in a higher local gradient
[Niemeyer, Ullrich, Wiegart], Hence the positive streamer is more likely to propagate in
weaker background fields than the negative streamer. The situation is shown in Figure ?.l
where the nositive streamer channel diameter is approximately one third or that of the
negative streamer channel, The narrower channel for positive streamers IS due to the
centering effect of individual avalanches which converge a. the streamer head. in the case
of negative streamers, a wider channel is formed when photons and avalanches emerging
from the streamer head cause the io.risation to spread more radially.
As a result, in determining the critical breakdown voltage, researchers have mainly
focused on breakdowns under positive switching impulse conditions ..
..
POSIlH"t' and Streamer Channel
The breakdown voltage I::; also influenced by the waveshar, the impulse ..As the kJdef
propagates through the gap prior to breakdown the E-t1dd collapses thus resulting In J
lower breakdown voltage with an increasing front ofthe impulse. As J result of the leader
ageing, the breakdown voltage: starts to increase after 1certain lifetime ofthe leader
Hence, a minimnm va.ue of the brvukdown VOltage exists 10·ra certain gap leng!h which
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This time I:' known
as the critical time to crest ofthe
charge formation on the front \\ ill be "~,'O'""O'.u
For a faster 'the space
with the result that there is little J1e!J
modification due to space charge. However, deS~li!ethis the leader processes will not
haw enough time to dev -lop and thus ~ higher applied would be required if
breakdown were to occur. On the contrary. with a slower rising impulse. there will be
significant space charge injection associated with leader inception to inhibit further
strearne- development. This is due to a sufficient time difference between the leader
inception and the onset of continuous leader inception, the two being approximately
coincidental in the case of faster rising impulses [Rizk], A. higner applied voltage would
once again be required to support continuous leader propagation, Hence, a cr.tical time
exists for a certain applied voltage to overcome the effects of space charge. yet still allow
sufficient time for the leader processes to develop such that breakdown of the air gap
occurs.
The effects of atmospheric conditions also need to be considered when determining the
breakdown vo 1t[;\:. :;,Usually, the flashover voltuge fIR J. given path in arr is raised ail
increase either in air density or the humidity [Aihara ret al.],
From the models avail. ;'1<:. .he work of Rizk [Rizk Jan. 1989, Rizk OCL !989] best suited
the requirements for attempting to predict the breakdown voltage of a tower-conductor
window geometry. This can be understood based on the developments ofvarious models
as outlined in Appendi» A. Rizk ", work originated from a crude model Paris which '.\.1S
Improved upon by authors Gallet. Leroy. Lacey and Kromer ..Their \\ ork formed the
foundation tor the model from Carrara and Thione wluch was later refined Rizk.
Furthermore, the work ot'Rizk, based 011 its evolution on previous models. has been
shown to fit a variety of geometric configurations satisfactorily ...~. briefintroduction 10
the work of Rizk is now presented but the reader IS adv ised to refer to B ttlr.1
detailed analysts ofRizks work
Rizk developed a model which om he used to predict the breakdown voltage of J long
air-gap subject 10 a positive .• itching impulse. based 01 .h" critical time til' crest The
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rod-type and conductor-type configurutions. The breakdown is made up oftwo
components, the continuous leader inception voltage anu the leader voltage The sum
of these two components provide the minimum voltage at which flashover 1,,1l1 occur,
However, as the flashover voltage is variable, the predicted breakdown vall ;'}required IS
the 50~o flashover voltage value which is defined as the value v\here 50 of'
applications of the same voltage \\ ill lead to a breakdown
The continuous leader inception voltage 13 detlned in equation :;',1 and is the general form
of the equation which can be apnlied to a variety of rod-type and conductor-type
geometry's by substituting for the unknown parameter R"
U
LT "" -I "~4
+-
R
1)
The parameter U,"", is a constant which has ,:le value of! 556k V and 224 7kV for rod-type
and conductor-type configurations r.:specliwly The parameter A is a constant which has
the value of7078m lor a rod-type geometry. For a ronductor-type geometry, the value of
A depends on how the geometric model is defined and is described in more detail in
Chapter 4. The parameter R is ': function of the gap geometry, the gap spacing. the nature
and dimensions of the ",'found electrode and any surrounding objects ..It has the
dimensions of metres and can either be determined analytically or, in the case of complex
geometry's, more conveniently by charge simulation" By including the parameter R, Rizk
has accounted tor the influence of image charges as a result of the spate charges that are
produced by streamers prior to the formation of a leader,
The leader voltage drop is defined iu equatton _':';'and has the J"meliSIOI1S of kilovolt, The
voltage drop is a function of the rod-plane gap distance, d. and the leader length. l,which
IS the maximum leader length pnor 10 the final jump of the leader Ihl,H consequently
bridges the gap to result in total breakdown of the gJP
+ 37.5
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With the minimum breakdown
inception voltage and the leader voltage drop. the 50"", breakdown
:;{10\\n in equation 2..3.
(23)
The standard deviation in the breakdown voltage is given by the parameter erwhich
assumes a value. generally in the range 0.03-0.05, depending on the type of geometry.
[Rizk, Jan 1989][Carrara & Thiorn lli(izk, Oct 1989J
2.3 The Research Process
In solving the problem at hand of obtaining a model which will satisfactorily allow the
breakdown voltage of a tower-conductor w indow to be determined when subjected to a
positive switching impulse, three areas need to be addressed in the research process ..
The first is to acquire and analyse the work available in the field of study, This w ill
provide a broad background which can at a later stage in the research process be used to
con.pare and validate any results or conclusions ..The literature survey which is listed in
Appeudic A contains descriptions of the physical processes involved in discharges,
empirical formulas and models for switching impulse flashovers ..The most relevant work,
namely that of'Rizk provides a basis ~l'omwhich to launch into the second stage ottl.e
research.
With a model available which has bnefly heel! described in section:::: Bllckgrolllld, the
second stage of the research process" which " to accurately test and verify the model
being used. starts to rely heavily on simulation tools III order to obtain a value for R when
determining the continuous leader inception '\,olta1'.e.two finite element packages ·,~'t:n:,
J/clxwdl3D
initially u:,<:J in trying to
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simulation could be compared to the analytically results. When unsatisfactory
results for the rod-plane cast! were obtained from the MaYHdi a 3D Boundary
Element Method software package, Coulomb liES.] was used the electric field
simulations that gave satisfactory results ..With the rod-plane case venned based on
analytical expectations the confidence was provided to study the conductor-plane and
tower-conductor window geometry's by using Coulomb,
The final stage of the research process relies on recorded experimental data where
switching impulse flashovers have occurred. The Ludt:! of Rizk is used I(l obtain
breakdown values for the conductor-plane geometry which are then compared with the
experimental data. Only once the model, which has been specifically derived lor rod-
plane and conductor-plane geometry's. has been satisfactorily tested and verified for those
geometry's, is the 1;1 'i that the model can be applied to rod-type and conductor-type
geometry's confidemly tested by using the tower-conductor window geometry, The
simulation results using Coulomb are compared with recorded flashover values and
conclusions on the applicability of the model arc made.
93. The Rod-Plane Gap
The rod-plane gap is one ofthe simplest geometric configurations used in high voltage
.U1das a result is often used as a reference geometry for more complex geometry's. A
good example is with (he concept of a gap factor which is I for the rod-plane geometry
and greater than 1 for other geometry's where the breakdown voltage is higher than that
of the rod-plane gap. The red-plane gap has a lower breakdown voltage relative to other
more complex geometry's due to the high gradient of the E-i1dd around the rod tip ..The
rod tip may also have 11variety of shapes such as spherical or conical Which also affect the
gradient of the Esfield and thus the breakdown voltage.
3.1 The Continuous Leader inception Voltage
3.1.1 Model for the Rod-Plane Gap
In solving for the continuous leader inception voltage as given by equ .ion 8..10. only one
unknown, R. needs to be:determined, The parameters of U,.L and .1 have previously been
calculated by hlzk [Rizk Jan. 1989] who has in turn useu experimental data from work
done ')11 the switching surge strength oflarge air gaps [Carrara & Thione], Based Oil
Rizk 's work, the parameters for and A assume the values of 1556kV and ..7~'l11
respect! vely
The unknown, R. is obtained using a charge simulation technique which is described in
Appendix 8..2. The rod and space charge tOgethci' with their respective image charges are
shown in Figure 3./ ..Parameters are defined in Appendix E.2 It is important to remember
that by specifying at, image rod and an Image charge the ground plant' is uutornatically
defined and hence there is no need to include it
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Figure ,,3..1 - Mod.:! uJ the Rod-PiWlt' Gap
3,1.2 Prediction of Leader Incep: ion Voltage
3.1.2.1 A sm R(}tl~Pltllle Glip
The firsi test Ott the rod-plane gap was done with a 3m gap between till' rod tip and till:
plane. The rod had a Smm radius and was modelled as a copper cyliHde( with a flat tip
11;1\ing a relative permittivity of I and a conductivity of5.Se7S A distance. s. of idO!mn
W;!S llSSJ between the red lip and the centre of the space the latter being modelled
us ~ rerf~_, tty conductrng sphere with a 1mrn radius" having a charge. ;_l,. of 5~tl ami a
relative permittivity of 1 When s:pedlYlllg the number "f clements to be' used Ior the red,
space charge und their images. 8192 elements were us' d. This IS the maxmurm number of
___ ~ .u
is measured at a pcint P where is 20mm from the tip of Ihe rod, It is necessary 10 DOh:::
at this pcint that the 'Choice \) Wjaenitude for the space IS arbitrary as is verified iii
Append»: D.l..:3" This is beca .se the image charge is scaled the same magnitude JS the
space charge. The values k" and are also arbitrary with tilt" only restriction that RuL
imposes being that they 111\1s1 be significantly smaller than the
verified In Appendix ti: 1 where it !<; shown that ::,,:the value
JlSlanCt:,. This is
increases such thai it 1$
no longer much smaller than the gap dis; II,Ct:, the accuracy of the charge simulation
method is reduced, The value ofs" is of the order ots and was chosen to be at a point
where the space charge E-i1eld had attenuated significantly rather than where 111=Esfield
was high as the latter would have ",lvcn rise to sensitive induced voltage values.
All results from the simulation can be found in Appendix C For this first k't 011 the rod-
plane gap. the results taken from Appendix ell tor the magnitude of the total streamer
space charge induced voltage with respect to height above the ground plane between the
space charge and tlre rod tip have been plotted 111 FIgure 3.,~"
4 ..5
4 .--~~-,~-- --~ ~-- .. --~--
:;3 ..5
gJ 3
rn
'E ~l 5> ....
"'0
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From Figure J,:: and more precisely from the data printout in C J the
magnitude of the total induced ;11 the point P ilOIllD1 from the centre of Ihe
space charge or 2980111111above the grounu, is 554.1k\ With r.:lenmu: ill
the total induced voltage is represented as follows ..
Q Q
s I
It should be noted that the measured potential due to space charge that is induced on the
high voltage rod as a result ofthe direct influencing charge, 0.", is rather small because of
the small surface area of the rod. Thus, most of the potential making up the term, is as
a result of the image charges of 0....
substituting values for Q., s and the rmgnitude or R is calculated as j 085111 With
the known values of < and A for the ro.i-plane gap a" 155bkV and 7.78111 respectively.
the continuous leader inception Voltage. , is calculated using "<1U11[1011 11 JO to be
657,OkV,
3.1.2.2 A 7m Rml-PIIllIl1 Gup
The second test on the rod-plane gap was the same as th<: first test excL'pt lor IlK' tact that
the gap length was increased from Jm to 7n)'
The total induced .cltage measured between the rod and the space charge with respect to
the height of the rod above the ground can be round in Appcndt.: C 1.:; and is plotted in
Figure 3.3.
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Figure 33 ~Total induced Voltage th« 71/1 Rod-Plane Gap
The total induced voltag, IL at the point P, a distance 20mm from the high voltage
electrode or 80mm from the centre of the space charge, is 55K5kV ..Substituting for
Q...sand .'le. into equation B 8, the value of R is evaluated as i2.83m. The magnitude of
the continuous leader irception voltage is then calculated from cquutton 13.. /(1 to be
lJ68bkV.
3.2 Tile Leader Voltage Drop
The voltage drop in the leader can be determined lor any leader length, I." by uSllIg
equutton B..l 'J..
The leader length tor 13m rod-plane gap is calculated from equatton H 18 to be L300m
and substituting for I, into cquauon B..19, the leader vorlage drop, is 1J7JlkV ..
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For the 7m rod-plane gap the leader
302.9kV.
drop is
3.3 The Breakdown Voltage
With the continuous leader inception voltage, and the leader" oltage drop.
known for both the 3m and 7m rod plane gaps. the minimum breakdown voltage, IS
determined as their sum:
::::;. 3m Rod-Plane Gap: .JU.1 '" 657.0kV + 137 ..0kV
'" 794.iJkV
-,' 7m Roo-Plane Gap: + .JU1 '" 96S.6kV + :02.9k V
= I272kV
The SO'!" breakdown voltage. C is calculated from the I11111Jllllll1l breakdown voltage
using equation B.2:: with a statistical variation, (7"" 5<'\, for rod-type gaps [Rizk, Jan
1989][Carrara and Thieme]. Thus, the values for the 3m and 7m gaps are 934 ..1kV and
1496kV respectively. These values for the are compared in Table 3.1 with measured
values of the for the 3m gap [Harada, Aihara & Aoshima] and the 7m gap [Berger, et
al.] where breakdowns have occurred in practice: Both the data for the 3m and the 7m
gaps have been obtained with critical time to crest waveforms, Corrections for humidity
and relative air density have been made tor the 3m gap data whilst for the 7m g.lp. the
lowest set of data have been taken as no data with humidity and relative air density
corrections existed in the available literature ..However, were these corrections 10 be made
such that the measured breakdown voltage drops, It would aid to reduce to the percentage
difference between Rizk's model and the measured data \\ ith the result that no confidence
would be lost with the Riff.. IBudd .. Ii the corrections \\ en: 10 ii.creuse the: measured
voltage data, tilt' R!A model would remam OJ salt: and SUItable means of estabhshmg a
minimum clearance distunce ..
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~ +_-p--re-d-i-c_:_te-tl-,-+_-l-\I-e-a-s.u-r-e-d-t_-I-)t:_rceutage_ using R difference
3m Rod-Plane Gap 034.lk\: 943k\
7m Rod-Plane Gap 15551,..\
Table 3..1 - Rod-Plane Comparison Bt'I1!t't'1!
From Table 3.1 it can be seen that the voltages correspond fairly wei! between the
predicted and measured values Furthermore, the predicted values are conservative and
thus would make the model of the rod-plane gap .1useful tool for design purposes.
Table 3..:! provides a comparison between equation 8..10 where firstly the tl-eoreiical
value tor R equal to 2.£ is used and then when the refined value orR from !.he charge
simulation technique is used. It can he seen that there is very little error in using the
theoretical value tor R equal to 2.1. but using a refined value for R results in a conservative
value tor the U voltage and thus is an improvement in terms of calculating sal~~clearance
distances
Jm Rod-Plane Gap
7m Rod-Plaue Gap
~ Cal.ulated. ! Predicted, ! Percentage I
I using R equal 'I' using "fin," I difference I
I to 2d I value of R
I t):,82k\ I q.iJH,\ 252°"
Ii 1533k\ ! 14%k\ 2Al
Table _C: - Comparison Between Theory and the Cihll~geSimulation
In addition to the two tests performed with
other lests were also done to noll' the efft'ct ul changing pur.imeters 111the 2.t'llnllt'lril
model of the rod-plant' gap .. An analysis of these hosts is giv 'L'11 in
parameters that were varied 111 the tests wen:
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• Changing the value ofs which defines the position at which the "pace
placed In the gap
• Varying the magnitude of the space charge,
I> Adjusting the radius or'the sphere used to model the space
is
The results from the above tests are as follows:
• Doubling the value of.< causes the induced voltage to drop from 558ASkY to
558.44kV which can be regarded as ' wing a negligible effect,
• Changing the space charge magnitude by three orders of magnitude makes no
difference
• Changing the space charge radius by a factor often makes no significant difference
17
4. The Conductor-Plane Gap
The procedure for determining the continuous leader inception
plane gap is: the same as that for the rod-plane gap ..However, the
of the conductor-plane gap is not as simplified as thai for the rod-plant: gap anti this IS
for the COI!ljUC!OI-
accounted for in the model by t:le amount ol charge that is induce-d ou the
electrode. In the rod-plane gap the potential. L' that is measured consists of
induced voltage due to the image charges of Q" since the charge Induced OJ! the rod IS
negligible as a result ofthe rod having such a srna:l surface area. However. in the case of
the conductor which has a far greater surface area than the rod, primarily due to its length
parallel to the plane, the measured potential, is to a huge extent influenced by the
induced charge on the conductor,
The calculation for the leader voltage drop is more complicated than that for the rod-plane
gap as the leader length, (, is dependant all the leader gradient, Eli' and the conductor
radius, a, .1::' ;3 discussed in Appendix B.3..::
4.1 The Continuous Leeder Inception Voltage
·4.1.1 !\Ioad for the Conductor-Plane Gap
The formula tor the continuous leader inception voltage B..10 \\hc:re
the unknow n value of R is again determined a simulation technique as IS
described in Appendix 8..2., The parameter, L n has been determined empirically RiA
[Rizk Oct. 1 to be 22..t7kV,. The value orA is a function of the \\ay in nhieh tht_;
model for the conductor-type geometry is defined and is indirectly dependant 1)11 Ihl.' \ alue
or R when using the charge simulation technique ..This is Jisctls,sell below m greater
detail,
An analytical expression for the mugrutude or ,I conductor-pl.me gap has been
derived by RiA [RIA Oct!
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equation -l.l is :l function of the gap distance, .I, the conductor radius, (I, and the L'U'"'U\",U
of the space charge with respect to the
~,I
'II ~c.d 11-
In~
a
Inserting equation 4.1 into equation RIO, the expression tor the continuous leader
inception voltage becomes :.
U =~_L....:_::__
1+ _ B(a)
II 2d
" 11-
a
where the expression for B(a) is ;
Bla) =-0 05A .n ~
it
(4.3)
Rizk makes use of equation ..f ..:: and empirical data from his previous work [Rizk
Jan. 1989] to obtain an analvtical expression for the continuous leader inception voltage
shown in equation .,..;.
2247
1+ 5.15~ 5491n a
2d
dln-
a
E'flialiufI ·13 has been tested ami corresponds well \\ nh practical results but in order to
adopt a charge simulation technique. the format of equation B../IJ still needs to be used
when: a value orA is known so that the continuous leader inception voltage can be
calculated for any value of R ..By equating cqi-mon .{:;with ,"m,w.'"'' ..t ...! Iht' following
expression is obtained ..
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0.:5.1111- =' 5J 5 ~ 5..j.1) Iii d
II
and making 1)11;:,subject of the formula ••
10.3 ~ I O.CJS In aA=: _. --' __ '-
Ins ~ Ina
(4.5)
Thus in order to solve for the continuous leader inception voltage ill conductor-type
geometry's by adopting a charge simulation technique, the following procedure must be
followed:
'" Determine a value t~)rR using a charge simulation technique
• From equauon ./"1 for a known gap distance, d, and conductor radius. <I, determine all
effective value 101 s which is not necessarily the same magnitude as s chosen for the
charge simulation technique
• Calculate a value oL-1 from equation-l 5 using llll' 'cll::l'li' t " 'llut' r,fs and the known
conductor radius, a
• Determine the value of the continuovs leader inception voltage, , using cquatton
HIO
A 2D model of'th •e chargl' simulation technique been used for the conductor-plutn- g,lp is
shown in Figure B:
It should be noted that the effective \ ,11m:or" determined .1" mentioned above call only bl'
lVltal/,m ./ I it 'was necessary to
is placed falls within a sale
placed IS much gncakr than the conductor
harmonic charge: distribution on the conductor To cnsun- 'hat spatial harmonic erkel" do
.:at interfere with the solution, must always be defined \(1 he g cater then (I. It IS also J
much smalle! than the'
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gap distance, d. This prerequisite of the model also DKll:es "ense w hen it is considered that
dust" [0 !.111:'
high voltage electrode which is much smaller than the gap 1.1I"1;1I1C<:'" Thus when Je!1mng
and the second being s --:< d. If is defined II) uuch unalkr than 'the g.;!Pdistance. then
the exact position of the space
in Appendix D..2..i.
or magnitude of s is no! important. This is verified
An alternative approach to the method described in this section CUll be used for calculating
a value 01'..1" Once a value lor R has been obtained usingc charge simulation technique, a
value for A in equation HI (1 can be calculated by working back using a known value for
the continuous leader inception voltage for a particular geometry which can Ole'obtained
from measured results. A large dalabase of breakdown voltages fr0111 which the
continuous leader inception voltage can be calculated is required ifthis approach is to be
adopted as the value oLI varies with gap distance and is also unique for;i specific
geometrical configuration. This is a main disadvantage of using this approach and it
becomes impractical when man: complex electrode (''',,!1gufalions an:' examined for
which measured values are harder to tiud.
4.1.2 Prediction of Leader Inception Voltage
-t.I, :;.1 A 2m Conductor-Platte Gap
When defining the model !(J!" the gap ..aE COPPl"!" conductor W1IlJ a
radius of 10111111 was used. The reason for lISII1,!! such a long conductor \Ii as so that the
conductor length would be much greater than the gap distance in order to limit the
in.luence of edg\! effects from the conductor ..The gap length between !IK' hase of1lk'
conductor and the ground plane was 2m. The spac •.::charge In<1 1I radius of l mm and was
placed at a distance of 100nml from the base of .'onduLtor Hence ..the position of
was at least 10 times !i1an the ('(ll1dUCilll "Ium;; and 10 time, smaller than !ht' gap
length ..A charge of 5~tC ~IS used for the space charge ..The total induced '\\;;\S
ml!::1SUl\;J at it distance 8!1nml from the space charge O!~1';),bOnl'11 above the groIHlu plJJ1L'.
In order to up cOnipUlaHO'1 lime. ~4UIlclciucuts '\\d..:I"C u "d in Ilh: ,:11lIliULHI(1)il l
there was found to be little difference and indeed 1l1SUrnCh.:nI difference tL) the
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a smaller number or elements reduces the accuracy of the output, HO',:\;t:vCI\ when
comparing the results between using in the order of 2500 elements and 81100elements,
The results for the total induced voltage HI the 2m conductor-plane gap arc IIskJ ir:
Appendix Co 13 and plotted in Figure '/,.1with resp to height above the ground.
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The total induced voltage, measured at a point P, which is 80111111 from the centre of
the spate charge, is 508 .5kV_Substituting lor (.' sand s,' 11110 «qu-ttt.»: H8, the value
which when substituted into
IS then calculated Irorn cquauon
lUG to be 638 nkv,
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It is appropriate to mention at this point thai although a large value uf R IS obtained 10i1" the
rod-plant: gap. this is not 1L:,case for the conductor-plune gap, TIK' reason til( this is that
the induced potential. U due to the Image and any charge
induced on the conductor, is dominated by the charge induced on the conductor because
of the large conductor surface area. The component of corresponding to the Image
charge, -Q", and chart;t's induced L1nthe im:1ge conductor is wry small when measured J.t
*!1epoint P. However, tile component of due to charge induced 011 the conductor is
large due to its dose proximity to the measuring point P and hence Vi hen sumnur-g the
two components or the resultant value of .s large and thus R IS small
4.1.2.2 A 611lConductor-Plane utlP
In the test on the om conductor-plane gap, the same dimensions \\\:'1\: used as for ,',Ie' 2m
conductor-plane gap with tl.e exception of the gap length increased to om,
The results of the test for the total induced voltage can be found In AppendiX C 1.-1 and are
plotted in Figure -I.::.
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Ifte total induced V, 80l11m from the centre of,hc: space
Ckl,"gt', is 511 ...JkV" Su'isutuung 1'0; the necescary parameters in <,/11</11011 8..8" the value or
R is calculated to be I) ,,,:889111,, "'/IMII"J1!1..f. 10 determine an effective value or
from the calculated value ofR" the gap distance, d. and the conductor radius" <I, and
then subsututing for tlus value of.s into equation a value oLi equal to IL0233 IS
obtained" The value of the continuous: leader inception voltage IS then determined from
equation B. 10 to be !321 kV
4.2 The Leader Voltc..geDrop
The leader voltage drop can be calculated for any leader length. l; by using cquutton
B" 16., In order to evaluate the leader length, ihe height ofthe final jump needs to be
known which in tum is dependant 011the leader gradient, E, All approximate value lor the
leader gradient can be obtained using equation B.3J..
Substituting, the necessary parameters giVU1 In
leader gradient for a 2m conductor-plane gap with
H3,.': 11110 equation 8,,20, the
nductor radius or l ernm is
calculated to be 197 9kVim" The height of the final jump IS calculated from equation 8.:: 1
to be I 654111,.P Alee, with the leader length being the difference between the gap length
and the height of the final jumn, the leader length is calculated at: tU40l1L From equation
8..16 the leader voltage ,~".JI1lor a 2m conductorplane gap is evaluated to be G5..15kV ..
For a om conductor-plant" gap, the leader gradient is calculated from l"'IIl,UIOII H20 be
233.5kVlm. Thus, the height ofthe final jump IS, USlIlg cquutton s..:!/. equal to 3 ..102111
and therefore the leader length is 253Sw The leader 'Voltage drop for a (111 conductor-
plan" gap is evaluated from t'</II<I[1011 1U o to be 2<Y( 7kV
4.3 The BreJ1<doIM!J Voltage
The miutrnum breakdown
mcepuon volwge alld lilt: le<l"_kl \
{:lucpter4 - Tile Comluctor-P/tlIl(1 (iap.
=> 2m Conductor-Plane Gap :
= 703 ..lk'J
~. 6m Conductor-Plane Gap; + ~u =0 1321k\ jC 203.7k\
= 1525kV
The 50% breakdown voltage, is calculated from the minimum breakdown volt3ge
using equation R22. A value of 3'+~15 used for the statistical variation, 0: in conductor-
type gaps [Rizk, Oct 1989]. Thus ..substituting values for Lic; into equation B.:1:: the .50"0
breakdown values are 772.6kV and 1675kV for the 2m and om conductor-plane gaps
respectively. These results otthe C \ alues are compared in Fable .J... l w ith results
measured in practice [Paris] which han; been recorded using the critical time crest
waveform for the particular geometry and under dry conditions,
r-----------------,---------r-------~~---------Predicted, Measured Percentage
differenceusing R
2m Conducto~-Plane Gapl
6m Conductor-Plane Gapl
I
S4!JkV
I (l40k\
S.7"",772.()kV ··1"
1675kV 2 ..1"0
Table -1.1- Conductor-Plane Comparison Belli cen Ialues
.parison of the theoretical results w rth those measured III
theoretical result is very conservative at 2m but thai as till' g;,) '.'ligth mcreuses to 6m. th-:
measured result has a lower breakdown value. However, the small percentage error for the
6111gap means that the conductor-plune model can be used to determine minimum
clearance values using the 50!!" breakdown voltag,..: and would only need a small
factor to be included. The reason Illf such a high percentage difference In the 2m gap is
due to the fad that the geometry is far more sensitive to its environment as ,I result of the
two electrodes being so dose together Leader breakdown is thus accompanied
errors III the breakdown voltage.
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Additional tests on the conductor-plane model have been carried out. the results of which
are summarised In Appendix D..The following parameters were varied ..
• The position, S; ofthe space charge :5 changed
• The radius, a, of the conductor is varied
• The single conductor is replaced with a bundle of four conductors
The results of'the tests are as follows:
• Changing the position of the spare charge within the given specifications (s » a and
s « d) has no effect on the breakdown voltage
• Reducing the space charge radius results in a lower breakdown value as a higher
gradient would then exist around the conductor
• The charge simulation method provides satisfactory results when modelling a
conductor-bundle to plane gap when compared with breakdown values measured in
practice
5. The Tower-Conductor Gap
With satisfactor, results having been obtained in the charge simulation method
for the models ofthe rod-plane and conductor-plane gaps" the charge simulation method
can confidently be used in attempting to verify Rizk's maud for conductor-type gaps by
examining the lower-conductor window configuration. This is because the tower is
regarded as a series of ground planes in the near viciruty of the conductor. that surround
the conductor and hence resembles three superimposed conductor-plane configurations
This approximation is satisfactorily verified by the results which show that the influence
of non-plane like structures further away from the conductor haw negligible effect on the
dominant influence of the ground planes surrounding the conductor.
The air gap between the tower and the conductor is an important factor in the design of
transmission line towers. The inside or centre phase conductor to tower configuration on a
tower is the most important when determining clearance distances in tower design as it
has a lower breakdov-n voltage than the two outside phase conductor to tower
configurations [Kaehler, Lal-orest & Zaftanelia]. Since the tow-r window, in which the
tower structure completely surrounds the conductor. is .he weakest insulation structure
[Lloyd & Zaffanella], it is the main focus hi this project whet. attempting to apply Rizk's
model to tower-conductor window gaps.
5.1 The Continuous Leader Inception Voltaae
5,1.1 Model for the Tower-Conductor Gap
The tower-conductor window configuration can be de tined as a conductor-type gap and
hence the work of'Rizk can be app.ied in order to determine the breakdown voltage for 1
specified air gap and electrode geometry The parameter, L,", In Rizk's model for the
continuous leader inception volta,;e. L' defined in equation B I I) is thus the same: as that
for the conductor-plane gap winch IS equal to ~.2,.pkV,'
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The method for determining R. the simulation method is the same as thai for the
rod-plane and conductor-plane gaps, Once a value for R has been calculated, the
magnitude of the parameter A which also appears in I"IIIUiI,"'" B" 10 is determined using the
same method as for the conductor-plane gap w hich is described in section .J" 1.. 1.. Model
for the Conductor-Plane Gap,
The model used to determine the continuous leader inception voltage for the tower-
conductor window gap, where the window I:; a square structure that completely surrounds
the conductor, is shown in Figure 5.1. It can be seen from Figure 5"1 that as a result of'the
conductor, insulator strings and space charge being surrounded by four ground planes. the
model becomes rather comple ...since four !;,'fOUpS of images need to be defined. The
position ofthe space charge, Qd' has also been defined such that a breakdown will occur
to a side window, as the results measured in practice that are used h.' verify the simulation
results have been taken for flashovers to the side window,
1~---'--~~-------"1
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5.1.2 Prediction of Leader Inception Voltage
5.1.2.1 A 5111 Tower-Conductor Gap
The model for the tower-conductor gap has all 80m long; copper conductor WI·. -dius
of 16r:ml,. The gap le gth between the side of the conductor and any I_\f the four ground
planes was Sm. The space charge had a radius of 1nun and was placed at a distance of
200rnm from the side of the conductor such that the continuous leader inception voltage
for a side flashover could be calculated. A charge of 5!lC was used for the space charge
which was modelled as a perfect conductor. The conductor is held up by two om insulator
strings in a V-string setup with an angle of separation between the insulators equal to 90
degrees. It is necessary to define the insu lator string length to be at least 1.2 times the gap
distance in order to prevent a flashover from occurring along the insulator string [Galer,
Leroy. Lacey & Kromer]. The insulator stnng is modelled as a glass cylinder with 11
relative permittivity of 5.5 and conductivity 01 le-12S. The glass cylinder has a radius of
127nml <'U1dthus adequately represents a combination of the well known 5..75xlO inch
insulators used in insulator strings. Ihe total induced voltage was measured at a distance
80nun1rom the space charge or 4880ml1l from the side ground plane of the tower window
structure. The computation (iIBe: was reduced by defining 2750 elements in the model,
The results for the total induced voltage, in the Sm tower-conductor gap are listed in
Appendix C,.i.5 and have been plotted as a function of the distance to the side of the tower
window structure in Figure 5..2,.
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Figure 5..2 - Total Induced To!tag<,Jur the Sm Tower-Conductor Gap
If the Figure 5.2 is compared with any of the figures for the total induced v0Ita:1;'=in the
rod-plane and conductor plane gaps, it is not ked that the attenuation from the peak
voltage to the measuring I '11, SOmn, from the peak. voltage" is far mort; senc:re lor the
tower-conductor window gap than for the rod-plane and conductor-plane gaps, This IS
because the tower-conductor gap has three additional ground planes across which images
of the conductor, the space charge and the insulators are modelled and thus accounting lor
a larger value of the component U in the' total induced
Although ii is very hard to see from Figur.: 5.J, the total induced voltage SOrum from the
centre of the space charge is best obtained from Appendix C I :; a-id IS equal to 105 .Sk\
Substituting this value lor a value of Q" equal to 5fie, s equal to 21]Omm and .Ie, equal
to LWmrn into equation B,8, the value of R is evaluated as Q,09S55m, From equation ..II ..
the effective value of s is calculated which when substituted into equation 4..5 results in a
value 01'.1 equal to 110852(J, The magnitude of the contmuous leader inception voltage IS
then calculated from equation Ii.I 0 to be 1205k V
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"he value for R is smaller than that calculated tor either the rod-plane or conductor-plane
gaps, The reason tor this is that il.e component, C ofthe total induced is far
greater in the case of the tower-conductor gap as has been mentioned earlier in this
section, As 11 result o; a large value tor the magnitude of R is smaller,
5.1.2.2 A 9.3m Tower-Conductor Gap
The geometry for the 93m gap if. the same as that for the 5111 gap with the exception of an
increase in the gap length and thus also a corresponding increase ill the insulator string
length to I1.16m, The total induced voltage was measured at a distance 80mlTl from the
space charge 0;: 9180nun from the side ground plane of the tower window structure. The
computation time was once again ieduced by defining 2750 elements in the model,
Values tor the total induced voltage for the 9.Jm gap are listed in Appendix C ].,,> and
plotted in Figure 53 with respec. to the distance to the side of the tower window
structure"
rh" y 3m TOI! cr-Conductor
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the data in AppendIX c .1. the lot,d mdUlt"t! t. aL.: S')mm from the
centre of the space charge is: I06 ..8kV..1hie' obtained as I) U(JS7Sm
equation H.S and substituting for { and The effective value ~ilsis calculated
from equation 4..1 and when subsututed into ./ ..5 results in a value of A equal to
0 ..04838. The magnitude of the continuous leader inception
from equation 8.10 to be 150Sk V.
15 then calculated
5.2 The Leader Voltage Drop
Th= method fot calculating the leader voltage drop in the tower-conductor gap is the same
as that for the 'conductor-plane gap. Firstly, th...leader gradient, E;, need .. to be determined
from equation B,;JO for a given conductor radius, 1/, and gap length, d. The leader gradit;nt
is then used to determine the height ofth ...final jump, h, th\111 ..quatian I 1 tram which the
leader length, (, is obtained as the difference between the gap length una the height of the
final jump ..Finally, the 'eader length is used in conjunction with B 16 to
compute the leader voltage drop.
For the Sm tower-conductor gap with a Ionun conductor radius, the leader gradient is
obtan.ed as 235Ak Vim. Tilt' height of the final jump IS [11,_11 evaluated as 3..1~)4mand thus
the leader length IS 1.806111..The leader voltage drop is .:akulated tLI be 16:5 4kV
The leader gradient for the q:lm tower-conductor gap IS computed to be 212.hkV m, Tim;
gives a value for the height of'th-: final jump equal to 4 ..1')5m which corn: :pond" to a
leader length of 5.105m. The leader voltage drop is then calculated to be 555.ukV ..
5.3 The Breakdown Voltage
TIll' minimum breakdown
calculated by summing Ib,·, continuous ll'alit'r inu~pHlLin
drop ••
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~. 5rn Tower-Conductor Gap •• c: 12u:5kV t- lo8.Ak\
~ 1313kV
~" 9..3m Fewer-Conductor Gap :.L 1508k\/ 55"i.Ok\
The 50°;' breakdown voltage is calculated from the minimum breakdown usmg
equation B.23 with a statistical variation" cr, equal to 3'1" [Rizk, Oct 1989]. Thus the 50%
breakdown voltages are calculated to be 15U9k V and 22(l7k V for the Sm and 9.3111 tower-
conductor gaps respectively. These results for the are compared with results measured
in practice [Lloyd & Zaffanellaj for square tower WIndows in Table S, [he results have
been recorded with test conditions using critical tirne-: -crest waves and under standard
atmospheric conditions.
Predicted, IMeasured Percentage
using R difference
1509kV 1590kV 5~-::111 Tower-Conductor Gap
9.3m Tower-Conductor Gap 2267kV 21S0kV 3,.o4\~o~~ ~~ ~. ~~ J
T'1-...: percentage error between theoretical results and those measured In practic« is greater
m the case ofthe tower-conductor gap than fiJI' tilt" nxl-plunc or conductor-plane gaps,
Like tor the conductor-plane g;!P, the results produced the model are conservanve for
smaller air gaps such as is the case with the 5111 tower-conductor gup ..However. 1i.'1'larger
'}Jm air sap, the measured value for the 50" 1I breakdown \olt<lge I' lower th<ll1lh:li
predicted ..
Thus, 1:'\ en though the percentage errors are relatively small which consequently verities
that thl~model produced by Rizk call he ;!PP!!I:J in lalcu!atmg, minunum deJranct:
disr. s 1'('1' the ocsign of'trunsmission line towers. corrective I1lI:J,;un:s of a fell; percent
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There is: no need to include a factor for tower-conductor air gaps less than 5rn in
length as the breakdown values predicted using the model of Rizk are
conservative.
Further tests which have been carried out on the tower-conductor
• A test where the tower window structure contains three sides - a top and two side
ground planes - in a square setup
• The single conductor is replaced by :1 bundle of four conductors" The tower window
structure contains three planes in a square setup
The results of these tests are discussed in Appendix D and summarised as follows :
• The charge simulation technique is suirable for modelling tower window structures
with three side planes in a square setup and provides conservative values for the
breakdown voltage
• Tower-conductor-bundle gaps can be modelled using the charge simulation technique
although a small safety factor needs to be included when calculating minimum
clearance distances as the measured values tor breakdown are slightly conservative
with respect to the breakdown values obtained using the c1'arge simulation technique
6. Surnmary and Recommendations
6.1 Summary
The' Rizk model has been tested using a charge simulation technique to the positive
switching impulse breakdown voltage tor a rod-plane and conductor-plane gap, With
satisfactory results hav ing been achieved using the Coulomb charge simulation package,
the model was applied to a conductor-type gap In the hope that the breakdown voltage for
a tower-conductor window gap, subjected to positive switching impulses stresses, could
be determined. The results from the simulation discussed in Chapter 5 verify that
confident values for tht' 50'!" breakdown voltage in the tower-conductor configuration can
be obtained by applying the Rizk model,
In the red-plane gap, the percentage error between the simulation results using the Rizk
mudd with J refined value for R and the measured results in practice. for 50" 0 breakdown
voltage: in the 3m and 7111 gaps, was I.L9~(l'" and .:Us" u respectively. TIlt' percentage error
increases with gap length ..However, both of the breakdown voltages obtained from the
simulation arc lower than and h$=!1ct!conservative with respect 10 the measured values ..
and !lsmg J n-fined talilt' ftl! R, hut the ch~lrge sunulauon h:dU1!lIUC is more a~,pil,priate 1I1
that more conservauve and thus "af, r 1, alues fiJI tb.: breakdllwn olt<l~!care ",hlailll'd
The percentage enol' fer thl;; conductor-plane gap alsu tk:cn:asL"s \\ rth gap iL'ng!i1" In the
2m gap the error is 8"'J whilst for the om gap it IS 2 ..1 "G.)l!!rary 10 tilt: rod-plane gap,
only the breakdown voltage for the 2m gap is conservative whereas the (lin gap has a
Ih~lt is
concluded that where the Rizk model is IlS":U tor 'iesigl1ll1g ckaral1c.: d.slaiICI'~ Illl the
conductcr-plane gap where Ilk' s,c'P ll"l1glh is large!" than 2m, a Iactor -diould b,'
included
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The tower-conductor gap. being a
model for the conductor-plane g;.;p The pero.:ntagl: error decreases with gap length ..The
5m gap has an .:11"Of of 5(19", \1, luis! the <)Jm gafl has a error of 3,.8'" Like for
the conductor-plane gap, the breakdown voltage at the lower gap length is conservative
with respect to the measured result whereas for the larger gap length, the breakdown
voltage obtained through simulation 10;slightly larger than tha; measured in practice, OI!L'e
again, this calls for the inclusion of a safety factor when using the model to calculate
clearance distances in the design of tower-conductor gaps,
Conclusions which can be drawn 11"0111additional tests done on the rod -plane, conductor-
plane and tower-conductor gaps art' mentioned below.
In the rod-plane gap, increasing the distance' at which the spare charge is placed tl'OI11 the
rod tip reduces the accuracy ofthe charge si.nutation method ..A ch~U1gt'of the space
charge magnitude has 110 effect on the overal' ·'·'~lIlts as the image charges art' also scaled
which results in a Ll'rU net overall effect. Changing the radius of the space charge also has
110 effect OIl the 50" breakdown vultagc calculated when using lite charge simulation
method
In the conductor-plane gap, changing the position of the space charge has 110 effect (111 the
SIlU u breakdown voltage ..Reducing the conductor radius results in a larger 1:>I1L'kl gratlien!
around the conductor relative to a conductor with a larger radius. Consequently !·~,tder
inception and breakdown occur at ,I lower \ol!uge ..The conductor-plane model (,fRiA
call be used to mudd conductor, bundle III pbl1~'configurations proJ"'_1I1g rc"ulls \\ hirh
an: conservative with respect to flashover values measured in prucucv.
The tower-conductor gap was examined where .' ower \\~indow slme!!!!"t' had Ihn:v
planes at grounu potential" two side planes and a top plane ..Results lrom the dlaq;e
simulation method verilkd once mol'; that Rizk "s mudd is smtuhle when dd,c:nmn 19 tho:
positive switching nupulse breakdown vultage lor tower-conductor gaps ..A test which
investigated whether the Ihtk model l',111 be applied III tower-conductor-bundle
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incorporated so that the theoretical breakdown would be conservative relative to
the breakdown voltage measured in pra, tice,
6.2 Recommendations
The model of Rizk has been tested for rod-plane and conductor-plane gaps and applied to
tower-conductor gaps with satisfactory results, However, the model can be extended and
used in areas which may be the focus of further research in the future, Some ideas are
mentioned below :
In addition to the tower window structures tested, further research should usc tower
window structures more anplicable to that currently being used 01 studied for future use"
The model of Rizk should be studied to include the effects of variations in atmospheric
conditions"
Rizks model should be tested using a charge simulation technique where the model can
1](' applied to determine the phase to phase breakdown voltage ..Analytical work by Rizk
already exists in this field, but the model should be verified using an appropriate
simulation technique so that it can be applied to other structural and gap configurations as
11"5 been done in this research ..
There IS ,tiS\) a need to Include the effects of floating objecl::". Like with phase to phase
breakdown as discussed above, a model by Riz]; also exists tv include !loafing objects ..
However. the model has not been tested and applied to alternattve geometry·~ \l!llbt
using a charge simulation package ..
Finally .. the model by F!J..tk which has been studied In this research t!t'(mes an analvtical
expression !i_'rthe value R in conductor-plane gaps ..This expression has been obtained
using Bessd functions but IS unique to smg,l.: conductors above a plane .. In order tn apply
Rizk's model so that conductor-bundle plane or tower-conductor-bundle contigurations
Chapter h - Summm:y lIml Reauumaulsuian»: ~_->.~'-'-7
can be studied accurately. an analytical expression for a conductor-bundle above a plant'
should be derived from which the value of R can be calculated ..
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Appendix A
The literature survey listed in this appendix ers sever.rl aspects of the breakdown
process involved with switching The'S': aspects mainly involv c the streamer
inception criterion, breakdown for long air gaps and the inclusion of floating
Mod ...ls proposed by various researchers and the work of academics ale listed for each
research..r to' rher with any problems and assumptions. Papers which deal with
experimental wori: and which produce graphical results but which do not describe any
particular mode! or lead to any analytical expression tor calculating the switching impulse
voltage have been read but tim included in this summary. They are available sh, '''1::1:r. .'
be needed to verify or analyse results obtained by a particular model.
The authors and the available knowledge is as follows .
Kuffel and Zaengl
Article 2 :
- Provides a correction for the variation in the ambient conditions by introducing the
relative 3; density, .)" which is multiplied by the breakdown voltage at standard
conditions to give the corrected breakdown voltage. The correctron factor, o, I:'; :
6 = 0.380- _L
27J+t
(A,,!)
-vith n = atmospheric pressure (TG•. )
!"'temperature (C'C I
- States that the condition for discharge IIICt'ptlOl1 and possible breakdown in .1 nOI1-
uniform gap is given by the following relation "
Jfa'-
where v '" the path orthe avalanche when the strc.uncr initiated
d = the gap length
= 1:::1-2.0
There is ;l transitio- from the I'ownsend criterion [0 IhL' stn::nrler
criterion which is dependant on .he pressure, and tlte gap
occurs when the product 1- 2 bar.ern
d Fhis transition
conditions II is understood Ih<11the above relation applies and lint tln- hnc:]kJown
or corona inception voltage, depending on winch one 'JCCHrS,. call
certain distance, x, ;he above relation holds,
calculated after a
~The special case of corona inception in a coaxial cable is considered and the analytical
E E E ~I K c:E _.,_ - E _,---S (.J " J (t'¥ I,
where E, cO the critical field strength
,,"= relative air density
This expression provides em improvement over dw work u.f!\:,d. who produced an
empirical expression 011 cable-s w ill! :1 small rudiu» ",11<;1\.'
proportrouat to the
1(\ ('1116:' Ill...gap :!HIli lead
Appellllix d -14---------------------------~
WIth negative electrodes,
stressed, An increase in voltage or in the pressure leads 10 :'111 increase in the
~~c'ljuency..Ay higher voltages, glow discharge occurs and then brcukdown
The positive breakdown voltage IS IOWd than the negative breakdown voltage except at
impulses, the positrve impulse normally has the lower breakdown
Article 12:
- Here Heymann explains the affect 01
vapour content of the air increases, the :Ill:c! of a1tacl1tnent mcrease is greatl..'f Ibn that
of ionisation and consequently the value of E'l) at which ionisution equals attachnrent
also increases,
, Provides an empirical relatiorr lor the ,dd strength,
III
where ,Y = relative air pressure 1110 7itlO Torr)
,1 =0 wife radius (metres)
various authors, that the total
Article 11
dilpelUlix A
, Heymann produces u formula for calculating the corona uicepnon for rnuluple
wire bundles ..The formula uses the knowledge that the effective Held strength (when:
the corona threshold occurs) is l',und ut a pornt on the wire surface halfway between the
points of gn:utest and average fielll strengths - this has been found experimentally ..The
ratio betweer, the effective field strength" E" 0 and the average Held strength,
/! wire bundle is given ,1.5 "
for an
(A.S)
where 11 xz: number of wires in the bUI1l11e
d ~- -vire diameter
b zz: diameter of the bundle
This ratio is then used h) calculate the 11115 c.xoua threshold voltage
wire bundle is given as :
, which for ;_,_two
E dr 2.')' h .1~I 2 1l1(-- ) ~ Ill! - ) ~ In 21
x: 2 t ,1 d. J---------<1-----
(1+11..1--)
h
where S the separation between the bunJle~> on a transmissin line
Thl' 1111Scorona threshold voltage van also be d'~tcl1l!IIlLJ lor multiple w ire hundk" ..
The mUXllllUI11 corona threshold .oltage is found hy diflerennating
'~qllatiOn and also finding the optimum WIre spacing, This
multiple bundles ifnecessary but fix a tw« wire bundle the ma\1l11U1H ,hrcshllld IS
""'rt "" "]
",,",d, t;il ..... 1----1- (1..,_,1j
d J
(A.})
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The critical field strengt.. is evaluated as that which occurs on a single 'yin: which is
quantified by a formula which has been empirically derived ami is cqu.uto» .14
• III addition to the above method of calculating rhe corona OIlSCt, Heymann states
that corona commences when the relation in equation A.2 is: satisfied for equal to a
value between 7 and l) and x is the distance at which a is eq» 'l
Dielectric Phenomenon In High Voltage, F.W. Peek, Second Edition, McGmw-Hiil
Book Company, 1920 :
. Peek stated that for small gaps there is no corona and a direct spark occurs whereas 11)1"
bigger gaps corona precedes a spark
- Peek gives the critical field strengths at which corona inception occurs, E... for a variety
of configurations. These have been determined experimentally
Parallel wires : E == JOii(l + 0,J01 kl'cm
where d= 'he relativ .., air density 3S de tined in ("JII,ItIOII A ..!
t: = the wire radius (ern)
Equation ..1 ..8 correlates well With cquutum A..3, however It deviates ui.d becomes
intoned for large values of radii where ,Y' '~l Provides sparking voltage cukulation tor
parallel wires based 011 the empirical critical tield slre1lgth a~;shown in 01 ..v. Peek
Appelldix A 4-1"
Dielectric Phenomenon In High Voltage, F.W. Peek, Second Edition. McGran-Hill
Book Company, 1929 :
- Provides critical field strength rormula lor the \\ ire case trorn results
which compares fav curably with the worl; from Heymann as 111 nf!l<IilON A.~::
All' III
DisCUSSIOI1
The Townsend mechanism is a process whereby a plasma is formed which would lead to
breakdown in uniform fields with small gaps or extremely small gaps for non-uniform
fields, The plasma is the result of a number of electron avalanches, each avalanche bigger
than the preceding one as a result of secondary electrons released when positive ions from
the previous avalanche bombard the cathode. such that the mechanism can be described as
self-sustaining ..The Townsend mecharism is used to predict the sparking threshold which
is concurrently the breakdown voltage for small gaps as mentioned above,
In larger gt,PS, the streamer mechanism is postulated \1:1'::1'<:" IlK' avalanche head is high
although not high enough to bridge the gap ..Instead, the avalanche head constitutes a
significant space charge which (;aIlS'::; a considerably higher field than that ;it the applied
electrode, Consequently, ionisation from the avalanche head occurs rapidly to the anode
forming a conductive channel, The enhanced field in the tad of the avalanche will lead to
a conductive channel to the cathode thus bridging the gap. Thus the streamer mvchunism
is dependant on the avalanche-produced Odd
The integral equation is used 10 calculate the magnitude or avalanche ..For corolla
inception, the critical number IS between --;and t) and two unknowns are present that of
the voltage magnitude and that of the distance over \\,hich the avalanche has gP_'\\ 11 before
mote ionisation 's than attachments ure occurring ..For total brL"akdo\\ n, Qhework or
Zaengl which stated the critical number ;.:"
better meusurement techniques ,md now ,-:Ianti" ai hetw "-,'I.m11-12 ..The
lase is taken as b"lng across the whole gap
III this
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Article 20:
" Presents continuous leader inception voltage formula lor a rod-plane gap under positive
switching impulse conditions. This IS done by determining the field at the plane. as a
result of the leader space charge which from electrostatics is simplified by Rizk to
(A,ill
where 1]1 = charge injected by the leader into the gap
d -z: gap spacing
l, =0 length of axial distribution of charge lrom the leader into 1}1(' gap
An assumption is made that the geometric field plays a nnnor role In determining the field
at the plane due to discharge shielding of the point electrode:
C,", the continuous leader reaches the position of the final jump 1\\0 COlll.litions must be
simultaneously fulfilled ' the leader C01'l.)l1a must be or sufficient length to reach the plan ....,
that is of length d~r -'"h, and th ....\,~ad\:"r tip potential must be able 1o cause streamer
breakdown which occurs at a gradient ciE, x: 40l)kVilll for low breakdown probabilities ..
Thus the assumption is made that the continuous leader inception occurs at the point (If
the tina! jump where the leader tip potential is h,
AI the point ofthe final jump, the critical field at the plune is
Subsntuting for and lt, into equation A. II the
continuous leader incention voltage
I
E
E
'.
E d
,4ppemlix A 49
where V
With these relations Rizk develops tltt;' relation L
voltage and the gap spacing:
"11 the continuous leader inception
E E
_._' ~--.=~
U d
(AJ3)
From experimental work it is seen that the relatj
inception voltage always renders the L.B.S" of.
'en the gap spacing and the
,A.13 constant at a value 0[0.257.
From this and the value tor E listed above. the: leader inception voltage is :
1551)
~1Nl+~
d
!A!4)
- By using the con.luctance of the leader and integrating the resul!ili~' e.\!'II:::iSIUll fOf tile
leader gradient, the leader voltage drop is calculated. An exact expression lor this
voltage drop is gh en altnuugh it is based 011 experimental work used to determine the
leader length .
-I.J3d
7exp(-'---)IX')I -,
d
(kV.I11) fA 15)
The applied \o!tage at the instant ofihe lIn;IIJuI1AP, { ~ .JU" I: The
voltage is calculuted as
__ 0.____
Il- 3,tt'
((AI
AppelldL'( A SO
where the standard deviation amounts to 5" Thus for the rod-plant' gap the 51)'J
sparkover voltage which agre1C.swell with experimental results for 2-25m gaps is
-l.J3d
8-7exp(---·_)" 389
l+-~
d
(A.l7)
- Rizk also presents the continuous leader inception voltage 1~:Jrconductor-plane gaps
although in a lot less detail ar.d with more assumptions due to a higher geometrical
complexity" This is given as:
2360= -_. __. ------ E
I ).0 . - 1 I+ - - tt)X --'~-
1 2d, In·-
/'
(kVJ11) (iUS)
where E, =' II1\:'leader gradient Which should be determined by Iteration ;IS it depends
all the length of the leader
r 0= the equivalent conductor radius
- RILk ,11,,0presents a tool whereby the corona inception voltage is equated III the
continuous leader inception in order to determine a criucal electrode radius.
- Rizk presents ;l new approach to determine the continuous leader inception voltag« 1'11';;
approach u ies the Iac. that tht ,jntference between the applied !idd aut! the space charge
mduced Held is the critical field where the inception is contint .., . .rs ..The ileitis <me: related
:111 equivaler» radius tll the
lile induced potential the
potential due to image dlargt's .. L
fhe Induced voltage is tht- ditfercuce between
and the mc'uced
[ (A 19)
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and (A.20)
where Qj, cz space charge
s = distance of space charge from high voltage electrode
Sjl == distance of tip of the streamer-stern zone from the high voltage electrode
R '" distance of image charge fr0111 high voltage electrode which IS a Iunctio.i
of the gap geometry.
From this and the above-mentioned relation between potentials, the continuous leader
inception voltage is presented as ..
U =0
l+~
R
(A.21)
where and A ar- dependant 011 'he high voltage electrode configuration and are
ind ..pendent of the gap spacing and ground electrode geometry ..Equation A. _;1 is identical
to the format of equation A l.f and shows that the two approaches account lor the me
phenomenon ..
In a rod-plane gap, the effect of induced charge on the roi' IS neglected due to the rod
being thin, The geometry ofthe rod is then regarded as negligible II' influencing the
induced charge ..Thus in the mirror image 01 the induced charge (<"IllatIOn A _'U)., only tho:
spacing between the charges Q...and its reflection is accounted for in R. Thus. R ~ 2.1,
where d is the gap spacing For a rod-plane gap, the values of [, and A are
comparison with equation A.14 1556kV and 7 78 m respectively.
In a conductor-plane gap, the effect ofthe induced charge on the high voltage electrode
cannot be neg!eded. Equatton A J 9 reflects mduccd
voltage electrode whether it is !leglt'ded or not.
in the vicinity of the high
.,{.;:O best reflects the induced
of the induced .uul thus the value ofR will varv SIJ
A.ppelldl~ A 52
as to account for the geometry on which the charge is induced" Rizk develops an equation
for R to include the effect of the high voltage
of R substituted l--comes "
and A ..~l with the value
s
.4 In-
I+--~l
2dln~
a
(A22)
where a :c the radius of the conductor
Rizk then compares equation :1..22 to a modified form of equation A. 18 and manipulates
equation A.2] to become .:
22.17
lJ '" ~ 5.15 -5A9hl~
"'''-~-2d
tlln--
a
(A.23)
Thus. for a conductor-plane configuration the value of is 2247.. The exact value 01'.1
is unknown but the ratio of A to'R is known as is given in <'(/11([(1011 ."L??
Knowing the values of and A for the rod-plane and conductor-plant' configurations,
equation A ..': J can then be applied to modified configurations where the value 1.)1'R is
either determined by charge simulation technique or by analytical means ..
1550
1- ----n
where R is then determined by a chJ.rge simulution technique ,I\SO described in this article
bv Rizk If the analytical technique rs used" then If rl~plact'J
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gap length and Ii the height of the ground rod In this cast', the rrnage charge Induced 011
the ground rod is neglected and hence the normal rod-plane constants apply.
For a conductor-rod configuration the image charge on the ground rod can again be
neglected (for d 2 -lrn and h s 2d) and thus the known constant and ratio for the
conductor-plane configuration can be used Hence, the continuous inception voltage
IS:
(A25)
which is an analytical approach. The approach to find R by charge simulation can be used
but this causes a problem as no expression is given relating R on its own to the continuous
leader inception voltage ..
Rizk also presents the continuous leader inception voltage for a conductor-cylindrical
structure gap.
In a rod-rod and conductor-rod configuration, the value for , the streamer gradient is
taken as SOOkVlm.
Article 32 :
- Rizk presents the leader inception criterion tor phase to phase configurations, Tilt'
criterion is sin.dar 10 that presented in article !J with slight modificatious to •.Kl'ount II)r
the phase to phase configuration. One phase has a positive switching impulse, L
whilst the other has a negative switching impulse, L ." Both impulses have
peaks and critical fronts The positive leader Inception voltage, C IS·'
I1+ -- -t-
R
IA
.,1.(1pemib.: A S4-------------------------------------
where U, and A are again dependant on the high
are independent of g;1t:'spacing and electrode
and Ire geometrical factors relating and (__10 the: applied
U +
k is a constcnt relating and where =k "
Ri' and R" are geometrical functions which can be determined either
analytically or by die rge simulotion techniques,
For a rod-rod configuration, article 9 verified that [I £= 155bkV, A == 7.78m, and Rp = 2fz
where It is the rod-plane gap distance. Using this and an approximation for A:R. and
1 the leader inception voltage for a rod-rod configuration is given as :
u 1556 (kV, I11J 11\.27)
L J -lSI'
II' t. II .. ;)u'.I ..'1'j}h+I) ..,,+---yII II I II
l l
p, varies with gap length and the ratio between the height above ground and gap length ..
Certain values are given which are experimentally determined ..
Similarly Cot a conductor-conductor configuration, certain approximations are made and a
complex expression for the inception voltage is provided winch 15 not listed here but
which is given In the available article ..
With the leader inception voltage known, the leader 'voltage drop,.J( ,can be evaluated
as presented in article ,:0 (article 20 specifically works with the 100:-plal1' cunfiguration
but any configuration can b, applied if the leader length is known which is also b" e.1
Rizk for the \ <trio'IS configurations .n these articles) The 50"\, breakdown fi;:.r a
phase to phase configuration is then given
+ L: I !A.2SJ
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- Tl-e article then -n.:Sen!s computer .md
conductor-conductor configur ations ..
- Rizk elsa presents air density corrections for the continuous leader mception voltages
and is accounted for in the phase to ground and phase to phase leader inception
equations ,,/,..21 and A..26 respectively by replacing A with A/L)\vl1l're S is the relative air
density given in equution .-1.1. Wit:l air density correction the leader length and hence
leader voltage drop is corrected and thus also the 50% breakdown voltage, These
corrections on leader length are shown by Rizk,
Article3:
- In this article, Rizk addresses the problem of'floaung objects and tneir imltrence on the
insulating strength of phase to ground gaps sUbjected to positive switching Impulses ..A
model is presented with a floating ;sphere in a rod-plane gap coufigur.nion. The sphere
has a small protrusion 'which simulates a practical situation \\111::'1"<.'tilt" t10ating objec, is
not perfectly smooth. Furthermore, by corona discharge from the protrusion, the
accumulction of free charge on the sphere is inhibited:
Streamer or positive leader breakdown is possible for posi.ive switching impulses, illl'
type ofbreukdown largcly dependant on the gap spacing. Breakdown GU1 occur in one
gap (between the high volt,,~.'~:electrode and the floating obje ct) and then 111 the other or
simultaneously in both ..
For streamer breakdown m the i1rst gap, the applied l .needed is ,.
"" the critical streamer gradlL·Il! .~ ..JonkV 111lix a
d 1111.' gap (between IhL' high
l"onl1gm<llion
dtdrodL' and the
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For streamer breakdown in the second gap, the
is:
required on ll,~floating
(A30)
where E,~"" the critical streamer gradient =: 400kVlm tor a rod-plane configuration
d, == the secondary gap length (between the floating object and ground)
The overall voltage on the floating object. 11./. is in general more than just ",.:' and is given
by.
(A.3I)
where II,. = the geometric potential
11,. "" the potential due to accumulated free charge which In the case of a
protrusion 011 the iloating object, is reduced.
u, "- the potential induced due 10 space charge in the gap. This and the
geometric potential can be calculated by a charge simulation
technique
If the voltage on the flo.iting object IS insufficient to breul. down the secondary gap. the
result of breakdown in the primary gap will increase lilt' potential on the !1o:lling object to
, given by::
(AJ2l
\" here { co the voltage drop or a leader or It'nglh ,I;;
For leader breakdown of the gap~;, the leader inception voltage IS in genera!
equation "12 L
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Rizk has produced an empirical formula to determine the minimum value of the 50"'Ll
breakdown voltage, l'i. tor a rod-plane gap configuration with a Homing which IS
-elated to the breakdown voltage for the same configuration without a floating L
U
~=l-( (AJ3)
! d
where d -zz the overall gap length Hum the high voltage electrode to the ground plane
l: == the diameter ofthe floating object plus the length of its protrusion
The formula is only valid for 3 :S: d :212 In and," /d c:; (lAS,
Article 33 :
-Rizk analysed streamer and/or leader inception and hence breakdown tor phase to ground
and phase to phase configurations with flouting objects under switchmg impulses.
The phase to ground Iormuletions are the same as in article 3 although specific equations,
following equation A ..11 are given tor the leader Inception voltage in the rod-plane gap
and conductor plane configuratrons
The phase to phase formulations lor the leader inception voltage is given
.4..':6
The breakdown voltage is then calculated Ir0111 the best combination ofthe most fea::'lbk
situations 111 the primary and secondary gaps leadmg lu the 11lll1lIHUm total brcukdown
voltage ..
The empirical formula listed as equation .-1.>'3 Ior tik' rod-plane gap is presented 11", gap
factors an: given for the conductor-plane (1 15) and Ill.: tension string ( lJIS)
In phase lLI phase configurations. an empirical formula presented which Is valid for
interphase distances 01::; and 12m and l10allng ,11
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prcu usion) in the runge 1 I to '+ ..4111for uAI 5 and 0.33, where a is the relation between
the positive impulse on one phase and the negativt': impulse (111the other phase, defined as
follows :
(_' + [Ii
The empirical formula for the minimum value of the 50°0 breakdown voltage with a
floating object, U,. relative to the 5(l~/"breakdown voltage without a floating object, 111
phase to phase systems, under the above-mentioned constraints is .
I
1),65( ~)
d
tA.35)
or to WIthin 6tl/;, accuracy can be estimated using:
(A.36)
where ( == the total length. mcluding protrusion; ofthe floating object
d "" the overall gap length between the phase conductors
Article 8 :
-This paper shows that the strength of a gap during live working can be expressed by.'
where K is the :;ap factor = I (rod-plane), L~. 1.1 tphase-stn.cture), l..oNL45 IpI1<l::''':-
phase)
di!Jlg1U1 ix A
== 1-0 8Bnbfn",
where B ~ I (broken loug!1tned
insulators)
insulatorsr, 75 (punctured
n, -i: the number of damaged 1'~.1itS:
n = the total number of units in the string
Cw == correction for extraneous objects in the gap SUIT::t as tools or the worker
= 0.9 and 0.85 for phase to ground and phase .0 phase espectively where
the object is in contact with the high voltage electrode and thus a gap
factor of 1.2 and 1.6 fl'! phase to ground and phase to phase need to be
used as the conductor structure has been modified h) .1 rod-structure.
=' 1 when the object is at ground potential and the '~ap factor remains
unchanged or increases.
.x: 0..35 and 0.8 for phase to ground awl phase to phase respectively w]1-::I\:'
the object is at floating potential and gap factors of 1,.2 and I.a 101
phase to ground and phase to phase configurations exist. The flouting
object in this case has a length higher than (l us that of the air ;1.3p. A
graph relating Cw to the gap factor used for 110ati110:\objects is prov idcd
in the article.
Ca '= a correction for atmospheric conditions
0= O ..8[ I+T( 1-15)j( 3·0.2g)i( 1
where T = 1."'!-I(""l I
is the under standard conditions and Dis the g,lp length
0= t)
= 1080 In(!lAllD+ 1) which IS III k\ and valid tor gap spac
US to I.:lm
In the range
In phase to phase systems the dielectric qftl1l' air IS g!\CU
A.ppelldi"( A. 60
+ (A38)
where U' and U .~the potential on tach phase.
The gap factors shown earlier for phase to phase configurations ate valid tor ((=1),,5 where
a is defined as in equation A.3-1.
Kishizima. Matsumoto" Watanabe
Article 13 :
- Shows that the critical time to crest in microsec mds is given 55d where d is the gap
spacing in metres.
- Summarises the U formulas that are available for rod-plane gaps;
= 34501(1+8!dJ (Dr. G. Gallet et.al)
= 1350d" UI+2 ..IUd)
= 1080 In(O46d+ 1)
All these are said 10 be accurate to withiI13°" in the range of" from 2 to 12m.
- The paper abo states that the switching Impulse phase-phase flashover voltage depends
on the gap spacing, a variable u defined in equation 34 and the time to crest
Carrara and Thione
Artlcle 14 :
- The various in the breakdown process me briefly described from corona inceptron
with the Jal k periods that follow a~ a result of space charge produced, to leader
inception .md its dark period", continuous leader inception, the 111:.11jump and
breakdown ..Breakdown follows .11 the point ofthe final Jump which only occurs when
pre-leader streamers from the continuous leader stage bridge the gap ..H':l1tC,. much work
dl'pellliir: A 61
has been done to understand the breakdow n process in g:.lpS based 011 the final IWiI)
stages and the transition from continuous leader 10 the final The change in
from the continuous leader inception to the final jump 1'(l!t:.igc is' try slight and
occurs at the crest of the applied voltage waveform which has a gradual
to the slope between corona inception and the continuous leader inception.
compared
- The concept of a critical radius of the electrode is introduced. below which the sparkover
voltage remains constant and no longer decreases. Above this radius, the sparkover
voltage will increase, Above a critical radius, the primary dark periods do not exist
whereas they do below the critical radius and hence above a critical radius, the corona
inception voltage is assumed as coinciding with the leader inception voltage,
- The paper presents an approach whereby the breakdown voltage is made up of three
components:
+ ''-' (A39)
where U); "" the continuous leader inception voltage
!lU! .0= the leader propagation voltage increase
l~Us; = the statistical voltage increase between the anuthe
U, is determined from the critical electrode radius {which has been evaluated in this paper
for rod-plane and conductor-plane gaps an.l varies w ith gap senarationl and the critical
corona inception field which is experimentally determined A method IS given for
calculating the critical electrode size for a variety of other configurations ..By using a field
calculation program with the known critical radius and CNOIl:.! inception field, the
continuous inception voltage ca,,1 then be calculated as the corresponding corona inception
voltage, Alternatively, Maxwell -,0 enables the electric fiek' to be evaluated for any
geometry and thus the cr itical field can be determined
Heymann or Peek as discussed above, The jusnficution behind equaling. the corona
inception voltage with the continuous !c'ader inception voltage seems 10 be as a result of
the con-ept of a critic.il electrode size.
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0. is evaluated 'bllows. The leader length. l, prior to the final jrrnp is calculated as
follows,
w here d = gap length
E, = average streamer gradient =' 4kV'CI11
The leader propagation time, ~j1~" is then == [I." where \' is the velocity of the leader =
1.5cmi).l.s. A l', is then evaluated from (l table relating the leader propagation time and
effective gap length to the leader voltage rise.
The US~ is then given as:
L
U/+AC
l-}(j
(A41)
where '"' a factor fer the sparkover probability= :3
IT "" the standard deviation of the sparkover probability function == I).OS
Knsztaiuk, Lanole, Malewski, Menemenlis, NguY§!
Article 18 :
- This deals with phase-phase flashovers influenced by the time difference between the
crests of the positive and negative impulses on each conductor, The phase-phase
flashover voltage, for a time difference •._'lTell'" 0, is best expressed by the
empirically determined regression curve :
Appelt(lh~ .LA.e;· _
where rand 1"') are the values of I" and r corresponding ,0 the 50'J breakdown
probabilities for r = 0 and r = I)
each of the hvo phases considered).
( I' and I are the conductor on
- The phase-phase breakdown voltage for exceeding 1 to 2 I11S where the negative
impulse precedes the positive .rnpulse, is consider..bly lower than for ,1T,. zz: O. This is
explained by the formation of space charge when the first impulse occurs which changes
the field strength. This drop in breakdown voltage increases as I ,_ increases, This drop
also increases as AT" increases until a certain maximum AT" atier which it again
increases to the value corresponding to ATtf = O.
Gallet Leroy, LaceY', Kromer
Article 22 :
- The paper criticises the expression produced by Paris us being suitable tor the E.H.V.
range with:3 to Sm gap lengths, bat not suitable for the LLHV. range:
= k.SOo.d""' (A.43)
where k '=' gap factor
d = gap length
- The paper produces and empirical formula tor the breakdown voltage for any gap
geometry valid in a range from I to 30m and subject to positive SWitching impulse's "
(J .= k
34
8 (MV,m)
1+-
d
- It is also suggested tit at the gap factor ought 10 be 111011111<:0 bJ.sed on statistics due io
parallel discharge paths.
Hutzler. Garh.ll'.nati, Lemke. P':.gini
ApPflmih: A.
Article 26 :
• Presents formulas for as follows'
U =: 340~ tor gap lengths of2·15m and where the anode radius" critical radius
1+-
d
U = 14(10+55dlor gap lengths from !5-30m (A."5)
U= 1080 In(0.46d+ll for larger gaps up to 25m
U == 500.JJ 0, tor 250/250011:'; impulses up to iOm
u= 1180d" 4, for negative impulses with gap lengths from 2·14m
- The paper makes the statement that for a pointed cathode there is a higher flashover
voltage than for a pointed anode, It also introduces very detailed formulas for the gap
factor in various geometry's, how it is modi fied for bundles, the relation between the
critical time to crest and the g;p tartar ..The n.odificution of the gap factor is shown for
insulators, post-insulators such as floating objects and for rain. It is then shown how the
gap factor is used in the calculation ofthe phase-ground and the phase-phase breakdown
Article 3D :
- This paper states that the breakdown
-ding 10 the gap distance and it1eal fIX
expressed by L'<jUd!!OIl A -./4 with the numerator U 41
expressed as kV
w ith 3.+50 .Il1d the
dJm_md it: A 65
- The paper only deals with positive impulses ..The gap factor lor a
geometry is expressed as the ratio of the
gap, The gap factor is a function of the
for that [0 rhe U for Cl rod-plane
the
shape of the positive electrode, a-: wei! :1:; of the symmetry of the field distribution
which for a given positive electrode is determined by the shape of the grounded
electrode, Thus from any E-fidd distribution, we are able to calculate the gap factor and
hence by using available formula, the breakdown voltage can be determined, This
modelling technique is not suitable for gaps < 3111 and for fields with low divergency.
The inhomogeneity, F,," of the field ..E, is evaluated as :
Eixidx (A.46)
whilst the symmetry, Fs, of the field is evaluated as :
F. Et.xvdx
where x, is the dist: .ros.i the ground electrode to the point where the E-lidd is equal
to the Held strength «rd (I[ the homogeneous gap, which is approximated at 0 ..9d and.
where .e, is the distance from the ground electrode to the point where the E-tield is
minimum. which is approxi.nated at (I. M. The paper pre-ents a graph relating the gap
factor to the ratio of F" to F, .
Baldo. Hllt71er. Pigim. Rizk
Article 31 :
. The paper presents an accurate description of the physics involved with the first corona,
the leader phase, the final jump and the influence of tile impulse shape ..A number or
models for switching impulse breakdown are listed ..
Lemke:
mem""lr,,-!·x:..::A..-'.' -_._-------- 66
The breakdov ..r: IS the sum of the leader drop and the streamer
the leader" The expression IS
II d d I-IIu t -)Iiu J
where E, =' the me.e streamer gradient= ...L5kVicm
d = gap length
Er" "" a constant taken as 1.5kVicm
a = an unknown constant which varies with electrode configuration, To tit
experimental results a = Im for rod-plane and 1,Sm for bundle conductor-
pial" \ l.3m for bundle conductor-tower.
Aleksandrov :
A critical charge at the high v-ltage electrode, q, which is a combination ofthe electrode
charge at the corona onset voltage as well as the space charge at leader inception, is a
prerequisite for continuous leader development. The charge does not depend on the gap
length, If the conductor ...plane breakdown voltage can be determined tor two different gap
spaces by experimental or other means, say, U, and . then the breakdown voltage for a
third configuration, . can be determined as follows :
d.
d,
,I.
i.-\ 51 »
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Further models ana analyucal
Boutlencij. AlIe.n, Sparww
are
Article 35 :
- 1 his paper presents an equation for the breakdown voltage across insulator strings ::
(Y =: U 1- 11slk 1
f! }
I'J
where -'"'the breakdown voltage with 11" broken units
'" the breakdown voltage with 11,. healthy units
k =: coefficient representing the average state of the broken unit It varies
between 0 and 1.
When arcing horns are taken 1I1to account, equation ..1 ..53 can he modified by replacing the
factor 0.8 and the coefficient k with 1.
Task Force 07.02 nfStudv COIl_lIIhitlt'C 3~
Article 38 :
~Describes the iafluencing factors which affect the dielectric strength of air gaps
containing floating objects.
- For a rod-plane gap where the object is connected to the hi.'~hvoltage electrode, the
strength is .
3400
(A53)
1 ~ ~-'-- -- ---- --
D~d - l.
J
and when It is CUllIll'I'h:d to the ground it IS
·4.ppefldl\:: A _ 6S
where D -= gap length
L = length of object along !-"" axis
d, '" primary gap lengt'.
The breakdown voltage for the primary and secondary gaps, U, and U respectively can be
determined by the gap capacitance's as follows:
U == 1+
I. C u (A55)
r
,~
U == I+-.Z.
2 C
I
tA.5t»
where C1 and c.: = the capacitance of the primary and secondary gaps respectively
U and '" the breakdown voltages of the primary and secondary gaps
•
respectively independent of the other gap
- The critical conditions are summarised as follows
" 11)1" positive overvoltages
" for objects with JJ odic protrusions
- tor objects lying 011 or near the gap axis .1 " cntical distance
energised electrode
- for objects with a large cross secnon
" 101long objects
from the
For a large range of parameters it has been shown that (he-critical conditions :.tl\~
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0..2 -: _II, -: O.J9 and L'
D
(03) + rUJ2D • OS+ )1
[I
where = the breakdown voltage without a work object
- The breakdown voltage across insulator strings is given by equation A5.? where k is said
to have an average value of 0..75 although it is most conservative to have a value -rf I.
Taudiere, Lalot
Article 39:
- The paper deals with phase to phase flashovers with floating objects ..A formula is
derived from which the minimum spacing between the floating object and the phase
conductors can be determined in order to prevent flashover :
81+ ~--
T
---' '= 0.85
"1+ ~
T
where T, = the sum of'the primary and secondary gaps
T == the gap distance without a floating object
Article 41 :
- In this paper Hutzler shows that with a stnooth floating object the breakdown voltage IS
higher. This is because positive charge from the electrode 1:5d. ,)o511e(l an': builds up
radially around the floating object As J. result the discharge \:.ould move around the
floating object and therefore the voltage and time to breakdown is higher than without
the breakdown object lftht" object has J. protrusion, i'llc breakdown
because lilt! discharg« occurs Irorn !IlL' LibJt'CL
7(1
- Hutzler presents equations A ..53 and A ..5-1which represents a rod-plane gap (when
breakdown has occurred in the primary gap and hence the floating object is coru-ected to
the electrode) and a rod-rod gar (when breakdown has occurred in the secondary gap
ami hence the floating object is connected to ground). equatin], these two equati..ons,
the critical primary gap length and gap strength is determined which is shown in
equation A..57.
- The longer the protrusion length and the greakf the protrusion diameter. the lower the
breakdown strength.
l.lovd, Zaffanell-i
Article 42:
- A correction for humidity and air density is shown. E;tner the voltage is corrected or the
gap spacing is corrected. The voltage correction is :
u (A.59)
The gap spacing correction is ..•
(A ..()(i)
and = the voltage and g:lp spacing under standard conditions
respectively
and =. the voltage and gap SP.lCll1g under test condition"
respectively
<,.,," the relative air density given by cqu.uton A ..
H; and H,. = humidity voltage and spucmg correction lJ.ctors given by graphs
In the article.
a graph in the ,ultd <: ..
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Alternatively. a correction factor, K" C:'H be applied where:
K = 0 997.(U 116A
1/ ric'A ""altitude In km
and 11 = I for d:::: I
=c Ll2 - 0.12d for I"" d <. b
= 0..+ tbrd/6
where d '" g,:p length in meters
During rain, the positive for switching impulses IS typically 0.95 the dry value and
for negative impulses ruin can reduce the strength .;)that of the positive strength.
The insulator string: length must be 1.05d - 1..1d otherwise the breakdown voltage can
drop by up to 20~o during rain, fog and lugh humidity conditions ..
- The relation between critical time to crest, T, " and gap spacing, S, is given by :
(A ..ol1
For a time to crest which is not critical as determined by equutton A ..6J, either the voltage
needs to be corrected or the gap spacing needs to be corrected such that the time to crest is
then critical, This is done by calculating the difference between the time to crest applied
and the critical time to crest as calculated by eqlttltion ,-Ltd and then usia::; a table or
figure provided in the article to obtain the correction ..
- The work also summarises that of Carrara and ThI01W'S model ;
1, Decide whether gap is or the rod. (sphere«, rods, and line terminations) or conductor
(conductor-ground, conductor-objects, conductor-rower, stat ion buses) configuranon
.., 'lJsing a 3D nett! plotting program ..calculate the fJltlo of I It) E at a distance I' lrorn the
electrode, arhitrarily selected as 40(111 for rods and 15cm tor conductors
3. If the configuration is not rod- plane or conductor-plane, then calculate an effective gap
distance, D, ' !l'0111 the following equations ..
(rod-plane)
(conductor-plane)
4, Calculate the critical radius using the gap distance (or effective gap distance) "
R, ==38(1-D[' em (rod-plane) tA64)
R,. = 3.71n( 1+[J'! 00) em (conductor-plane)
5. Calculate the ratio K between the voltage and field at the electrode surface using the
,tu.leal radius or the actual radius should that be greater than the critical.
6..Determine the leader inception voltage f, =0 KE, ' where E, is a function ofthe critical
radius giving the critical field at which corona starts ..
7. Calculate the leader length" I = D - S where S =' I" lor between 4 and 55 kv em.
8 Using a graph in the article. the leader voltage drop, ~I . is found from the leader
length.
9. The critical flashover voltuge is then found, .z: I ~ _jl + 15
Refinements haw been made to this model some ui' .',mch make it adaptable or
evaluating rnultielectrodes, phase-phase and waveshapes other than critical,
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Appendix 8
B.1 Formulation for the Continuous Leader Inception
criterton
From Rizk's paper [Rizk Oct 1989J, a criterion for the continuous leader inception
voltage has been used to determine the continuous leader inception voltage tor the rod-
plane, conductor-plane and tower-conductor window geometry's. This formulation of this
criterion is now presented in detail.
When the insulating strength of air is exceeded. streamers develop from the hi gh voltage
electrode and sufficient ionisation may lead to an ionised zone. Stress on the surrounding
air as a result of this ionised zone will lead to several streamers developing: from the tip of
the zone. Thus each zone will have a multitude of streamers which ale convergent at the
tip of the ionised zone. This is depicted in Figure R!, In order for a positive leader to
grow as an sustained extension of this ionised lone, the difference between the applied
field, and the opposing space charge field, must equal or exceed a certain critical
Held strength, E,"" This relation is shown below ill -rquation Rl :
(B.! )
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B ..I - Conttnuous Leader
The field strengths can be converted 10 using, the
on the charge, shown in
thai relates the
electric Held of a point to the
IE", --
r
1.821
All voltages concerned are with referee .:7 to a plane which can be regarded as lying in the
far Held for large air gaps. Hence, the applied Esfield at the tip of the ionised zone, can, in
the far field, be equated to that of a poiut charge. The space charge can effectively be
modelled as a singular point charge ahead of'the ionised zone, Ifthe voltage is measured
at a distance r from the tip of the ionised zone, where r is much smaller than the distance
from the ionised zone tip to an equivalent centre ofthe space charge and independent of
the gap spacing, then the following relations apply:
u»
r
ae
E (8.3)
r
E
r
where , C,.'.I and U, are the continuous leader inception, space' charge and crit.cal
voltages respectively, The constant a is a proportionality constant which is a 11.111c\lo\1f
the ratio between r and the distance between the tip of the ionised zone and the equivalent
centre of the space charge.
from equations B.. j and 8..3, the minimum value fewthe continuous leader inception
tollage IS .
= t,
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The space
Ihe second component C rs
the absolute value of the induced -s a result of induced on the
opposite electrode and other nearby objects, due to the space charg\'; and any
that it induces on the high voltage electrode If the effective centre of the total space
charge Q" is a; a dis lance s from the high voltage electrode and the induced voltage due to
the various components of the space charge is measured a. a point P situated ata distance
SQ from the high voltage electrod>, then the magnitude of the t\VO components ofhe space
charge is represented as follows:
18.5)
Qu =:--"-'- (8.6)
The induced voltage due to image charges is made up of an ""nknown R which IS a
function of the gap spacing and electrode configuration and which can be determined
analytically but more appropriately by a charge simulation technique, The total space
charge voltage, Um' is t} en the difference between U,,, and as shown in equation B.7"
- l.
Substituting for I and U from ''flI'''''', ..W 8..5 and tiJuiJflon B.6
can be represented as follows'
I " (8,8)
Substituting for L'
atJU .. ~ -_ .._-'-'_._-+
(c\ - l
=c
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At the transition fiom streamer corona 10 leader the will
reach a critical value and is assumeu to be
will ulso
assume a critical value This value varies with the electrode geometry as th,; critical
charge varies depending on the type of electrode geometry" However, t is independent or
the gap spacing. Substituting for c into equation R P and making, ['I! the subject of the
formula, the continuous leader inception voltage is formulated and is "hO'\;11 in equation
RIO.
u
(B 10)
(lC'
where I)
rr
;;=--,-------"-- --' and A == ,_~~~-~----
~- ~;-;l-l at'
The format oicquation 8..10 is very well known [Gallet, Leroy, Lac & F'rorner] and lias.
been empirically derived before" The formulu produced by Rizk for tlre coutnuous I "-der
n.ception voltage can be applied 10 any rod-type ant! conductor-type gelHnelfY Ihe \ .Ju-s
of L~ .t' and A have been determined empirically [Rill Jail. I For the gaps
U and A assurn« the values oi 1550kY und ,18m respectivelv For !he: conductor-type
gaps U, has the value of 22,~7kV and" I IS dependant on how the mudd is
defined: This dependence otA in conductor-type gaps is elaborated on in ('llIlrh'/' .j.,
Equation B.. '9 can thus be used 10 ddel1111l1C: the contnuous leadL'{ inception voliage for
any rod-type and conductor-ty pe geometry, 1he unknown I"hich needs It> bv
determined is R which takes into account the' intlucrue of nnage
can be expected to vary significantly fix rod-l)iPC: and
surf;.'c\.': area on which the critical
as the
configurations ..
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B.2 The Charge Simulation Technique
In order to evaluate !h" value orR in cqua!
image charg~s in the total induced as a result of space
adopt an analytical approach or make' use of a charge simulation technique. An analytical
approach is rather straightforward for simple geometry's such as the rod-plane g:.ilfl lit
becomes far more impractical 10 lise for more complex Thus. in determining
the magnitude of R for the tower-conductor window geometry where a number of ground
planes exist depending on the shape of'the window, a charge simulation technique has
been used. Charge simulation has been used for the rod-plane and conductor-plane gaps ;'1
order to gain confidence with the simulation when: simulation results can be compared to
those that would be obtained where analytical derivations lift' still easy to obtain,
particularly for the rod-plane gap ..Since unsatisfactory results were obtained using the
Altlnl.dl :!D and 3D finite element packages. the: 3D chatgc simulation pack'lge ..Coulomb
was tested which produced sutisfactorv outputs 'hai corresponded favourably with
analytical results. Contrary to AlI1XlI,t'li which meshes the air gap around Ill< dectrodc
surfaces and uses the derivative of Maxwell's equations to calculate in the air
gnp. Coulomb only meshes the electrode surfaces and integraks Maxwells equations,
Thus in Older to obtain a high level of accuracy using Maxwell, a large mesh is required in.
the air-gop whereas for Coulomb J sufficiently meshed d.:ctrodt' surface will allow a
satisfactory level of accuracy to be achieved as a result of a number of electrostatic
charges from the electrode having their potentials superimposed at the point (If
measurement il' the air gap ..Results from ('''lIlt''mb for a point charge li1 space w ere
compared with that ofJMnrdl and were found to be fir mon- ae,,-ura!e than lila! or
Maxwell when compared with theory. This confirmed the
whereby specifying a charge IS not a sutficient source or excitation ..This problem does
not exist in the (lid version of \!t/xl.ldl3D However. simul.uions Oil Ihe old \ l'i"SillH arc
too slow whereas Coulomb is faster in comparison and lim:; 11101\"converucnt
!IJlhl\\.,,: Till" gClln1dn;
\'.1111 '- :illi/omh ha" I~llllld
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that it is necessary to speer fy the imaae of the high
the ground plane rather then including a ground plane and
electrode and 11\..11C(' exclude
the to be
calculated automatically ..A point «harge. is pb:ced at P in the z-pkme between the
Ingh voltage electro II: and ground plane at a distance s from the high
electrode, The image of this pomt charge also needs to be entered into the simulation
program, with the overall effect of having the high voltage electrode and the point charge
as well as their respective images being specified in the Simulation program.
The simulation is then run and once a solution is obtained. the accuracy of which depends
011 the number of segments specified in the case 01' Coulomb or the number of triangles in
the case of Maxwell, the magnitude of the voltage is measured at a point s, between the
point charge and the high voltage electrode. This voltage, represents tw.. otal voltage
induced by the space charge which is made up of two components, The first is the directly
induced voltage by the point charge and the second component i:s the induced voltage due
to image charges ofthe point charge on (he high voltage electrode. other nearby objects
and the opposite electrode, the latter often just being the ground electrode ..
The measured voltage, is subtracted from the direct influence term, shown in
equation 8..5 to give- the induced potential due to the image charges of the point charge,
given by equation B,». Since file arbitrarily c11(;5".:ncharge, is known, the value (f
R can be determined.
The above description of the charge simulation technique is shown gr.1phlcally in Figure'
s..:J. below for a conductor-plant' gap :11 2D The conductor radius is denoted by tI and the
gap length by d.
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B.3 The Leader Voltage Drop
In addition to the continuous leader inception voltage. the second component which
makes up the breakdown voltage is the leaJ,.:r voltage drop. RiA has derived an
expression for the leader drop which c.m bt' used to determine the voltage
leaders for both rod-type and conductor-type gape; [Rizk Jun. 1
The leader conductance per unit length. (i, is JSSUI1lL'd [Jones], based on its resemblance
to an arc. to be represented by a dynamic equation [Horhruiner] shown in
lor constant current leader propagation.
s.tt
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lexp(-!
{l
(Bll)
G" and ax are the mllial and final values ofthe leader conductance
life time of the leader section and tli;; J time constant in the range
f is [he
Under critical
conditions. the leader propagates with a velocity r c= I .5cm/lls and thus the conductance
can be expressed as :
(;(tl ""G, +(G, - G,)exp(~)
x"
(EI2)
where x is the displacement in time t and ',., is constant at 1).15m assuming a value of (;0=.
50~ts.Ohm's law relates the leader conductance. (i'" to the leader gradient, and the
leader current, ii' in equation B.13. The leader gradient can then be used to obtain the
leader Voltage drop, .JUI, for any leader length.!:. as shown in equation B./..J"
E/ "", G (B"I3)
I
IF,,(, (B,14)
~ubstituting for G and integrating <\111<111011 8.1,/ ..
(B ..15J
when: E,. and E < are the initial and final values of the leader gradient which assume values
or 4001..Vil11 and 50k Vim respectively Substituting values tor x, E" and E into
equation B,.15, tilt' following expression is obtained for the leader voltage drop II! rod-type
or conductor-type gaps ..
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B.3.1 The Rod-Type Gap
The leader length at the point ofthe final jump prior to breakdown is obtained
subtracting the height of the final jump, h", from the total gap length, d . An expression for
the height of the final jump has been obtained empirically by Rizk for h.' rod-plane gap
and is shown in equation B. 17. It is assumed that this expression Call be used to represent
the height of the final jump for any rod-type gap.
(8.17)
The leader length is therefore :
dI =- _'---, 199
1+- -
d
(818)
Substituting equation B,18 into"e<]llatioll B 10. the expression for the leader voltage drop
in the rod-type gap is obtained as follows:
B.3.2 The Ccuductor-Type Gap
the conductor radius. a. and the leader gJadn:'nt
1989J shown in equation B.,:!O from which an apPwx;I{;ak value of the leader
can be determined,
1~r
1 + E ',' I'· ." E ' Cl I '"1005
"iF ._,K,; i '~/I! .•.. ,,(( - - + -- - -- --,-) , In-
I A 2d a
u I ltl(-~j ,
Certain parameters used in equation :;0 are assumed as 10!l0\% ,
• k; is a shielding factor which is determined empirically and is equal to 0.,4
• Vu is a potential related to the charge injected into the leader channel, For a conductor-
type gap, charge injection occurs at a rate of approximately 40l1Cim which
corresponds to a potential 0f 119kV!m
• E, is the mean gradient of the pre-leader streamers which lor low breakdown
probabilities is 400kVlm
• E" is a gradient which represents the critical Held thr.t determines the pre-leader
streamer length at the point of final jump w hen the pre-leader streamers bridge the
gap" This gradient has also been empirically determined and is equal to 128kV!m
For a particular value of conductor radius and gap distance. the leader gradient is
detcuu;utU from equation g:;o and hence the height or the final jump can be evaluated
using equation fJ";; I. This equation has been empirically determined oy Rizk lor the
conductor-plane gap but it is assumed that it can be used lor all conductor-type gap,
5.'-')
h , =-'--~--------
s.o b5rl
1+ --
d
1821)
In! --)
,I
The leader length can then be obtaind as thl: ditterence between the gap th'lance and the
height of the final jump ..The leader
calculated by substituting the value of the leader kngth into equation B
B.4 The Breakdown Voltage
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The minimum breakdown voltage, of any rod-type or conductor-r- I'll;: gap is the sum
of the continuous leader inception voltage and the leader voltage drop. However, althcugh
a theoretical value for the minimum breakdown voltage can be calculated, there is a
statistical dependence as to whether breakdo-. ,I will actually occur. Thus. the breakdown
voltage is often quoted as a magnitude at which breakdown has a 50')'0 probability of
occurring and is known as the value. The 50°0 breakdown voltage is derived from che
minimum breakdown voltage as shown in equation B..22.
:'_iU = __ ii_
1-3u
(8.22)
The standard deviation ill the breakdown voltage is given by the parameter owhich
assumes a value, usually 5% for rod-type gaps and 3"0 lor conductor-type gaps.
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Appendix C
The results for the total induced voltage obtained using the charge suuul.uiou
defined in Appendix R2 are listed in this ippendix. Tests hai ': been done on the rod-
plane, conductor-plane and tower-conductor window geometry's,
Appendix C I deals with the change in gap length. Modifications in the model for the rod-
plane gap are presented in Appendix C..? where results of changing the value of's, the
magnitude of the space charge Q" and the space charge radius are presented. In Appendix
C.3, the results of changing the space charge position, adjusting the conductor radius and
checking the feasibility of using conductor-bundles in the conductor-plane model, are
listed. Appenaix CA presents results for additional tesb done on the {Ower-conductor
model where the tower window structure is changed and where a tower-conductor-bundle
has been examined.
For each specific test, the data has been presented in columns, The first colurnn represents
the distance from the high voltage electrode, the second, third and fourth columns are the
x, y and z coordinates respectively and the final column is the value ofthe total induced
voltage.
djme illlix C
C.1.1 Tota/lnduced Voltage for the 3m Rod-Plene Gap
Distance X-C'Jord. \·Coord. Z-Coord. Value
.0000000 ..0000000 .0000000 3UOOJ)00 ..J417bLl
2.000000 ..0000000 ..0000000 2998..000 45U929.5
4.000000 .0000000 ,1)000000 29%.01)0 4N)480,0
6.000000 .0000000 .0000000 2994.,,)00 470·137.1
8.000000 .0000000 .0000000 2992.000 480827J
10.00000 .1)000000 ..0000000 2990JJOO 491679.1
12.(1)000 .UCOIJOOO .oOtIOOOO 298~~..OUO 503024 .•1
14..00000 1)000000 .0000000 29gb (l00 514897.5
16.00000 .0000000 .0000000 2984 ..000 521336,2
18.00000 (1),)0000 .0000000 2982.000 54(1381
20.00000 ..O()OOOOO /1000000 2980.000 554079.7
22,(10000 .0000000 0000000 2978.000 568480 ..2
24.00000 .0000000 .0000000 2916.000 583b3S.S
26.00000 X1000000 ..OOOUOOO 2974.000 599tlio ..9
28.00000 ..0000009 ..ooooooo 2(12)JOI) () 10482 ..8
30 ..00000 (,1)(11)000 ..O(](I( moo :~q7()000 IJ343127
32.00000 I)OUOOOO .0000000 2%8IJOO t>S31QI ..5
3 ..UJOOOO .0000000 JJ(J!]OUIJO 29h!) ..ooo 673214 ..b
3(11111)00 .(1000000 000(01)0 2964 11(1) 1)')4481).J
38.00000 .0000000 ..0000000 2902.IJOO 7] 130 ..8
4G.00000 ..0000000 (1'1100(100 2900 ..000 741294.3
42.00000 0000000 ..uoooouu 2l)5Soo(J 7c~7118 ..0
44.000UO ..0000000 01)!lOU!)!) 2950 ..000 711i7Sb.4
411.0(JOOO ()OOO()!l!1 OIJOOUO() 2954 ..000 S2450·t5
"+8..00000 JJO(JIH)OO OlJtI(jnOll 2<)52..0(10 85(,5089
50 ..000uo ..oouoooo ..nouuooo 2'15U.OOO 891073 ..8
52JJOOOO ..1)000000 .0000000 294K.O!)O Q28519 ..3
RR
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v -Coord, Z-CooJ'd. \ alueDistance X-Coord.
5.+..00000 .0000000 29.tu.OOIJ 91!922 i 1
56.00000 .0(1)01)00 ..:':"-l4 Jl!JO l!JUiJ2J ..
58.0001)0 OOOOOO:J ..;)000000 2942 ..000 I(lo22S5.
60.0000() .00(10000 ..0000000 2940.000 I115749 ..
62.00000 .OOOOOUO .0000000 2938.000 1 174875 .
64.00000 .0000000 .0000000 2936.000 1240571.
66.00non .00(10000 .0000000 2934.000 1313996
68.00000 .0000000 .0000000 2932.000 139(,,600.
70.00000 .0000000 .i)OOOI)OO 2930.000 1490218 .
72.00000 .0000000 .GOOOOl]O 2~128.UOO 1597210 .
74.000UO .ooooooo .0000000 ::::926.000 720662 .
70.00000 0000000 .0000000 2924.000 1864691 .
78.00000 .0000000 "0000000 2922.000 202-1-907,
8000000 .0000000 .ooooooo 2920.000 2239167.
82.01)001) ..ouooouo .ooooooo 2918.000 2488819 ..
84.00COU .00(10000 .0000000 2916.000 2800884 ..
86"00000 ,0000000 3)UOOOOO 2914.000 32021 12"
88.000UO .0000000 .0000000 2912.000 3737082.
90.00000 ..0000000 ,1)0000(10 2910.000 4480043 .
92 ..00000 "0000000 ..(IOOlIUOO 290S ..0()O 5btN484
94 00000 .ocoucoo ..OU(JO(U() 291'G ..O(lO 7-1-81889
':6.00000 ..0000000 .OOOO!)!)._) 2904.000 o.i 122b 71n-os
93.00000 .(IOO(JO()O ..01100000 2902.000 O..22..l615tlE+08
100.0000 ))0(1(1000 ..0000000 2')00 ..000 0..45 I37b5E-H)S
C.1.2 ·tota/lnduced Voltage for the 7m Rod-Plane Gap
S9
r--Distance X-Coord. \-Coord. Z··Counl .. Value
J)(JOOOt J .OOOvOOO ..0111)0000 7000 000 446 Ll4.S
2J)00000 .(11)00(:('1) 455315.3
'+\:IOUOOO .OOOOO()O .0000000 (,,')96 000 '+04367 ..9
6..000000 ..0000000 0000000 6994.000 474827.1
8.000000 .0000000 0000000 6992.~1'::O 485219.2
10.00000 .000000;) .0000000 6990 ..000 49b073.3
12.00000 .0000000 ,0000000 69SSJJOO 5;)7420.8
14.00000 ,000(1000 ,.0000000 6986 ..000 519':(}0))
16.01](100 .0000000 .000'1000 6984.000 531730.8
18.00000 .OOOOUOO /)0 100 6982.000 5·~·n84.5
20.00000 .0000000 .Or)IN,)(JU 0980.000 558484.5
22.00000 ..0000000 .0000000 6978.000 572887.2
24.00000 .0000000 O(JOf)I]OO b976 ..ll0d 588047,9
::;6.\)0000 ..0000000 .0000000 b974J)OU (:ji:41128.2
28..00000 .0(100000 JIOULHIOO 6972.,000 (l20:tl96.2
30.00000 .OOOOOUO ..0000000 bSl70.000 638728,,2
32.nO(lOu .0000009 .OUllOOOO 6968.000 057609.2
34.00000 ,0000000 ..!JOOOOOO 696(01)00 6776344
36.00000 .,0000000 ,(1UOOIJO!J \u,9640(1) (J9~l)1 L3
38.01)01)0 ..OOt~OOlJO ..uoooouo 0962.000 72!51JI
--10.,00000 .,(lOOO()OO ,1)000000 b96t}OOO 7·l5"'120f)
42.00000 .0000000 ,OI)")O()OO ('958 000 771540 ..4
44.0UOOO ..(JOoOOOO .!JOO()OG:J 1)950.000 7Y921
46.00000 ,.0000000 O(l(IIJOOO bY5.:! uoo 828937,3
·~8 ..00(JOO ,,0(1)01)00 .001 HIOI ro 6')52000 SbOl)·a8
50..00000 .0(1)OUOO ('<)50 000 :l9551U 8
52 ..00000 OOUOOI)O O!)OOUOO (J'l4S U!JO 93:.t)5~.5
Distance X-Coord. \'-Coonl. Z~Coord. Value
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54 ..00000 ..0(01)000 .IJIH)(J(J(IlJ (ltJ-{'b,,?)~}~jI ~)7Jb(»2"S
50.0(1)00 Oi')!_I(JO(iU (lOOWlnf; 11')44· ..01)0 101
"8..00000 01Kltl! 100 ..(01)01)00 ()!Lt2 ..00!l lOfJ6701J ..
('OJ1(JOOO .OOIH)()[)O COOI)t_I(JO ()'J4IU1OO I12(l197
62 ..00000 o(Jlll)noo 11(!!}OOO() 69J3J)1l0 I,1Q325,I
64"')0000 o()onO~Hn 1)110(11)00 b9JtdlOO 124502-.1-
(:)0 ..00000 .0000000 ..0000000 (')934 ..000 IJ18451,
68.00000 ..1)000000 ..00000;)0 t.("~ " ..000 140 Iu56.
70.00000 .00ml')00 0000000 DO 1..t94670.
72.00000 ..00(1)000 .0000000 o92E.UOO luolb7L
74·JJOnOo .0:)00000 ..ooooooc (/I2;·} ..0011 1125126 ..
76 ..!II)OOO . (J( IOOm)O ..I)(lOOI)IIO 1)\)24..UOLl ISo'IIStl ..
7'!:U)Cmou .0000(.#1)0 ..1)000000 6Q22..000 2039375.
80.00000 ..0000000 .0000(100 bll20JJOt) 2243037.
82.00000 ..O(I(lO(J(J!1 .0000000 b'J 181lO!) 2·+<13291.
8..t·J1OO(l(j .OOOO(JII() JIOOlllll)O toll ib.OOO 280535S.
g(100000 !lOI )1)0011 .ocoouoo Ot>1..J.J1OO 3206588
88.0UOoU .00001100 ..(1)1 II I/OWI 6') 12. UUI) 31415(11.
90.00000 .(0)U(lt.I(lO 01)00001) {ilJ 1(UlOU ..t490523.
92.0~!Oon OOIlODOU ..II(lOWJOO ('1)08.000 5!J139b7
94.00(1)1) .llmIIIOO(1 OOUtl!llJlI O\)I)(! uoo 7..J.8tI374.
90 ..'100011 ..()I)PIlO!_lO 0001111.)0 h'-lU..J.J1OO 0..1 1231 1'JE HIS
t)S ..OOOOII OlllHlIlIl!J 00000110 (,9U2000 o J~..J(l()o:iEJ 08
illl)III ..l)ooo ..uonml(j!l oooot)on 1100D.0I 10 IlA5!..J215E!!lS
C.1.3 Total Induced Voltage for the 2m Conductor-Plene Gap
X-Coord.
-------------------------------------------
JJWJO'lOO onooO(Jo ..!I01l1l!lOIl
~. O!lO!)l)P .00U(l000 IY'I(lJKh_
.3 OI)OIJOtJ JJOllOOOU ..OUlllllIOO 1'1'(: !_lOO
1200000 !)IJOOOOO O(JIJllOn!) 1()88.000
1(J,OOOOO UOOt)!)O(J .01]110(1(1( J 1lJg ..UI(J1)
20JJOlJOO ..UOUO(l()O ..ooouooo 19tiO (IOU
24.00000 ,0000000 ..OO!)(I(JOO ; t)7tdJO!J
2S,(lOf)on .0000000 ,nOO(lOOO 11)l2..000
32 ..00000 JJOOOOOO ,0I)uOOOO 11)1)8.(100
3IJJ)!)UOU ..0000000 ,,(lOOOOO() 1')(J4 ..(lOli
40..00000 ..oouoooc Jl(JOOOOU 19(JOOOO
44.00000 ..O()(JOOO() JJ(I(!()(H)O 1")56 UDO
48.00000 ..0000000 ..OOO(lOIlO 195':U)O(l
52.000UO (lOOOO(lll .OOOOOO(] 1'J4blJOO
50 P(_)(JI)(_J ..!I0[)()OUO OOO!IOOO 1944 ooo
(Jo.OOOOO .OOO(lIJ(JO ..!H.lIIO!ltlil Ill·WOW)
64 ..00000 ..OOOl..lO()O (l!H)!lOOO I <13() (lOll
68,(]0000 .ouoouoo ..!)!I()!IUOII 1'132..000
72 ..00000 ..(IOOO')no ..IJ()(JO(l()(1 1'12:S (Jot)
7tl ..0!IOOO J)OOOOOO ..O(J!lIJ(I!l(1 1'1241-'(1)
S (J ..!JOOOI) 110001)00 ..00011000 1'120 ..000
1)--1 !HIOOO OOOU(H'O nOUO(_lI)(l I!J I o.uuu
88 ..001l00 .0,-·00000 .()!)Um 1m I 1912 ...0(11)
92 ..00000 ..!)( IO! )000 Jl(JIJ()(J(J:) j'JU8..U()O
%..1)0000 ..!)O(IOOUO ..(IOO(j! jOt I 1 '1() ..LoOO
lOll 0001l .!I(H)IJlIIHI IIDDOO!!!l ll'lUO OUO
I04 ..0UIlO ..Oll! JI!1l00 11(1I111l!.)lI(11
Distance X~COUl'd, \~Cuo rd. Z~( 'ourd,
onO(JOOll111:-;0000
1527':;0 I
i(J(J367.1
167822 ..!
175"~IKo
182639.6
ttlO QQ ..5
l'J1190J)
21)'\ til 5..4
2136b3.9
221 '17b ..2
2.10591,1
23'J550,7
2..J-~895..J-
25Sb7(t2
2()S923 ..2
315850.1'
J 758b9 ..!
Value
d/W.fllltli\:_C__ __.._._._. __....~_. _..__.._ .._.. _._.__. ..._._._._..__
1l2.01.100 1111\110000 ,),51)5015
I1(j UI)IH) C")ljOOOI) ')'812ql5
12().QOI)O .!IOOOO(JD ..OI)!IOOOO 508502 ..2
124.00Wl ..0000000 (11!lOO(J!_lI ) 558:512 ..6
128,0000 .(lOllOVOO ,0000000 1;;72.000 57179·U
132.0000 .0uooOOO ..OOO!)!)OO 1868,000 b0892S,Y
136 ..0000 0000000 ..0000000 1804 ..000 650640,5
140.0000 ,(1)00000 ,0000000 1860 ..000 697843 ..0
144,0000 .0,)00000 ..0000000 1856.1)00 751732 ..0
148.0000 .1)000000 ..0000000 1852 ..0(10 813836,3
152.0000 .0000000 ,1)000000 1848..000 886218.9
156,0000 3)000000 OOUi!I·UU(! 1844..000 971686.1
l60.00Do JJOOOOOO .OO(JUOU() 1840,000 lO741Ob ..
164.0000 .OOOOO!}O .OOO(JOOO lS3b.OOO 1 19l1334.
168.0000 .0000000 .oooooco !832.0\)() 1355701.
172.000(l .0000000 .OUUllOOU 1828..(JOO 1556641.
176,UOOO ..0000000 ..[_lOO!)000 1824 ..000 182.+4.+5.
180.0001.1 ,0000000 .(01)0000 1820.000 21 ~)9237"
184.0000 .0000(1)0 JII)OUOOO I S It> 000 21td263.
188,(1000 ..000;100,(1 ..OOOUOUO 18!2.000 _~;bQ7164.
l92.0000 0000000 .O()O(JOO(J 11;08000 5:5 lU4b I ..
196.0000 ..(J(I(JUOOO JllJOOOIIO 1804()110 !) I!18797EHJ8
200 ..0000 ..00HII)001) OI)UOOI)I1 18!)0 1100 O ..450'N 15E'-OS
C.1.4 Total Induced Voltage for the 6m Conductor-Plane Gap
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X-Coord. Z-Coord. \alueDistance
J)OOOOOO JJOOOO(}() .000(1)01) IJ7Jo5 ..0
·tououou ..00000110 .0UOIIO(l(1 5')'11).000 141J211) [1
8 ..000000 ..0000000 ..0000000 59'12 ..000 LQ287..2
12.00000 ..00(1)000 ..0000000 5lJ88 0(1) Ib~03"P
16JJOOOO .0000000 .0000000 598·toun 1(19586 ..•
ao.ooooo ..0000000 ..0000000 598u ..oOO 11 ;~(J'l,ii -'
24.00000 .0000000 .0000000 5976.000 Ii 84."106..5
28.00000 .0000000 ..0000000 5972.000 192143 .~
32.00000 .0000000 ..1]000000 5%8 ..000 199852.2
36J):]OOO .01100000 ..OOOI)!lOO 5'J64 ..00n 207737..7
40.00000 .0000000 ,(JOOOOOO 5960 ..000 215842.5
44.00000 .0000000 JI(j'JOI)QO 595DJ!()O 224207 .5
48.00000 ..0000000 OOOOO()O 5Q52.000 232S72.8
52 ..000(10 .ooooooo .0000000 5'148.000 241879,.1
56.0uOOO ..000(1000 J)IHJOO(JO 5t'·lc4JJOO 2512()8 ..6
()o.tJOOOO ..(l(HIOOOO ..00000(1) 594n.OOO ~bl0S6,,2
6·LOonoO .0(100000 ooouooO 5Q30J)()0 271380 ..2
68.00000 .0OOOOmJ JJOOOOOO 5932 ..o(Jo 282203 ..1
n ooooo ..(1)0(1000 ..!)( It )0000 59.;8..00(J 293612 ..7
76.00000 ..(JI]UUOOO ..0000000 5'J24 ..UO(l 3!JS()73 1
SO.OO(JOO ..OI)(JOOOO Xl! nu m(lIJ 5(;20 ..000 31845(11
84JJOUUO .OO()OO()O .0000000 5'111111011 332P42.5
88 ..110000 .\JOOOOOO O!l[l(J()OO 5'1I2 ..IJUO 341.52·Lo
92.00000 JJOUOOOO J)(J()OO()I) 5908..000 3(12U0511
"16.UO()OO ..ooooooo ..tl()(l!l(J(J() 5904 ..0UO 3181)05.')
1(1) 1j(l!JO ..uoooooo .0000000 5'll l!I..000 3!)()41,sJ
lo4.nooo .IIOt mooo .! :I.IOOOUO 58'ltdlll!) ·115745
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Z-Coord. \alueX-Coord. Y-Coor!l.Distance
108.0000 "(JO(II)OOO ..0000000 5892JJ(lO 4J6633~9
112.0000 ..0000000 .0000000 588t:,()00 ~59355.5
i16.0000 ..0000(01) ..OOOOOO() 588·.1.000 484175..l
120 ..0000 .000000(1 .OUOOOOO 58S0 ..UOO 51 1410 ..9
124.0000 .Or)OOO(JO ..0000000 581()(JOO 5·t14418
128.0000 .0000000 ..0000000 5872.000 574755.8
132.0000 .0000000 .0000000 5868 ..000 61 11)15.5
136.0000 ..0000000 ..0000000 5864 ..000 053652 ..1
140.0000 OOI)QOOO ..0000000 5860,,000 100884 ..1
144.0000 ..0000000 ..0000000 585tdJ(JO 154792.3
148 ..0000 ..01)00000 IJOOOO(]Q 5852 ..UOO 81 ()920.3
152.(JOOO JlOOOOOO 0000000 5848.noo 889326.3
15b.OuuO "OUOOOOU J)(JOOUUO 5844 ..UOO <)74816.u
160 ..0000 ..0000000 ..(lOOOllOO 5840 ..000 1077320.
164 ..0000 IJ!i/I)!)Ot)O ..n(JOO!lOO 583() ..OoO 12025 U)
168.0000 JJOIH)UOO oooor lUI) 5832 ..000 135S~')S.
172,,0000 (J(Jonooo .Ooo(j(JOO 5828.000 1559Sb(l..
176 ..0000 ..1)[ )00001) ..1111(1000(: 5S24.00fl 18270Sb.
180,,0000 ..0000(01) ..llt Ill()UOI) :58201100 22(2491)
184()I':".o OO!)P(JOO U!)OOO!)O 5810 ..000 27()454b.
1881.)1)00 ..nOO!l(l(lO UWI!)Ol)iJ 5812 OOtI J7!lWo7
192 ..oUOO J IOOO()()o noooooo 5:jus lion 5571785"
196.1)000 ..ooooouo ..(lOOO! II)() 5gU4JI!)O u..1I19131E+uS
20(UJOUO ..0000000 ..OOO(l!)U(j 58UI)(II)0 (lAS! 0251 r-os-_.__.... ---
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C.1.5 Total Induced Voltage for the 5m Tower-Conductor Gap
Distance X-Coord, Y-Coord. Z-Coord. Value
.0000000 .0000000 16JJOOOO IOOlb ..OO 16722,50
.t ..OO()OOO ..0000000 20 ..o0I}OO IOOlb.OO 18768.18
8..000000 .0000000 24 ..(1)000 1UI)16..00 20501.88
12..00000 (;OOOO(]O 28..0f)l)01) 10016.00 2212129
16.00000 ..G:1! 0000 32 ..00000 IOOI6 ..0U :::3b57 ..96
20.00000 .0000000 36.00000 100! 0.00 25144.01
24.00000 .0000000 40.00000 lao I b.OO 26600.53
28000(JO .0O!l(JOOO 44.00000 J 00 Io ..OO 28043.15
32 ..00000 ..0000000 ·IS (lOuOO IOOlb ..OO 29484.Q7
30.00000 .00000(10 52.00(Jon 10010.00 30938 ..00
40.00000 .OOO(JOOO 56 ..1)0000 10016.00 32'+13 ..10
4-+..00000 ,()OOOOOO eo.onooo IOOH) ..OO 33924 ..22
48.01)000 .0(1)0000 6·kOuOO(J 100 I 1).00 35..1.82..!IJ
52.00000 OU!JO()(jI) 68 ..00000 10016.00 371111.Ill,
56.00000 ..0(lOuOUO 72. nOO!)1I 10016.00 387lJtd4
60 ..00000 .00lloo06 70J)OOOO I OUI o.oo ··lJ)584.85
64.00000 ,(1000000 SO ..()OUOo 10001J(lO ·l2J% ..S//
68 ..00000 .0000000 8400000 toote.oo 44535 I)')
71.00000 ..0000000 88. OuoUIJ 100 I tl ..OU 4(J7,~t~,Jq
//6 ..00000 ..OOOO!.)OO 92 ..11I1I1I_IC \1)0\ !l 1)0 -1-9132 ..01
SO ..OO(lt)U ..UtJOOOOO 'lIJ !IIlOO!_) 100 I 6 ..UO 5175859
84.00000 OOt)IJI)oO lOU oooo 1 tl!.H e.oo 54(,5'125
88.00000 OO(llH)!JO 104 ..0000 1no 1t) 00 57S84rll
9200{)00 OOOOl)t)(J 10:\..0000 WI) Io.ou hl..1.')5 :<ill
1J() ..ooooo ..llIllll)(JOO I12 ..IHIOO 10111 (11m ()~5hJ,,10
100 ()(lOll 01100(100 Ii(dlllOn 10111 1017
[04 ..0000 .OUO(j(lOU 120. !lOUO 100 I II 110 75..J.2.t: 25
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Distance X-Coord. '.\-Coord, Z-Coord. Value
108,0000 ,,00000(1) 12,tOOOO 11)0101)0 81...J'+'!"bll
112.0000 ,,01)0UOOO 128J)OOO 10010,,00 8838tdO
116.0000 "OOOOOOU 132.0000 10016,,01) 96416.89
120.0000 ,,0000000 136J)LJ 10016.00 105760.9
124,,0000 .0000000 140.0000 r, 116680.4
i28.0000 .(lOUOOUO I-t4.ml!)1J 100 I0.00 129524.8
14000no
148.0000
152.0000
156.0000
160.0000
164.0000
165.0000
172.0000
1760000
180.0000
184.0000
188.000(1
1')2,,01)00
196,,0000
200.0000
.ocooooo
.0000000
.00(10000
,0000000
"OOOOOO()
.0000000
,0000(01)
.OO();)I)Or.l
,,(11)00000
.0000000
.0000000
0000000
OOUUtY't)
JJOUOOOO
I:'.:' 0000
I~~'"Ui](JO
104..0000
168.0000
172.0000
J 76.0000
ISO 0000
I S..l..O(JOO
I 88.,!)Or)(J
192.,0()(JO
19b.OOOO
200J)OtJO
204 ..UOllO
20KOU(l(J
.~12.0000
210.001)0
10016.00
!uoio.oo
I () 00
! no
1001 b.OO
lUI) 10.00
10016.00
Jl)1) 16.00
IOOlt..OO
1OuI6.,00
lOOln on
\.)011:".00
10016.,00
1001tJ.OO
0016.00
1001 tl..OO
10010 ..00
lU016.01l
28'-* 'luI
2101l!J-!.,q
241184 o
27904Ll
325111.2
380590.6
..j·";4073.8
609240.9
828177.4-
Illtll}25.
1513796.
20(]SI95.
305bS93 ..
..+951202.
0.10588Y3E+(lS
0.4452..J22EHI8 I
C.1.6 Total Induced Voltage for the 9.3m Tower-Conductor Gap
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Distance X-Coord. 't-Coord. Z-Coord. \ alue
.OOOOOO(l ..OOUOOOO ib.OO()OO 15016 ..00 IS082.S~
·l(lOi)OOO .ooooooo 20.000()() 1501(1)0 19872.34
8.000000 ..0000000 ';.tOOOoo 1501600 2! 375.09
12 ..00000 .ooooooo 28.00000 15010.00 22772.82
16.00000 .0uOOOOO 32.00000 1501600 24095 ..08
20.00000 .0000000 36.00000 5016.00 25372.10
24.00000 .0000000 40.00000 15016.00 26624 ..14
28.00001) ..0000000 44.00000 15016.00 27866.53
32.(J00OO ..0000000 -.18 )000 15016 ..00 291 12.43
36 ..00000 (J(JOOOOO 52 ..00000 1501('.00 3037 ..U'i
40.00000 .0000000 56 ..000UO 15016.00 31663.76
44.0(J000 ..0000000 60.000UO i5U16.00 3199-+.17
·8.00000 .0000000 6·tOOO(l() 15016,00 34379.00
:'>2.00000 ..0000000 bS.OOOOO 15016.00 3583321
56.00f)OO .0000000 72 ..00000 15016 ..00 37376.79
bO ..OOOOO .0000000 76 ..00000 150 1l1..00 39022 ..b-+
64 ..00000 .OOOOOOu 80.00tlOU I SI) I tdJO "+000(154
68.0(1000 .0(1)00(10 84.00000 i501o ..00 ..J.2727A5
72.00000 .0000000 1::8..00000 15016,(1) 44837..80
76.00000 '(JGOOOOO 92.0(1)00 :3016 ..00 471t.6.69
80,OQOOO JY)OOOOO 90 OUIH_lt" !5nlb.OO ,~l):l55"32
84.1)0000 .OIl(Jt)(JOO 1011ntH)(' i50lt,OO 5~tl52 ..17
88..(10000 ..0000000 lO4 ..U(lOO 1501000 5591..)..49
92.00000 ..OLHlOOOO 108 ..1)1)00 15010 ..UO 59tllcU_lJ
%JlOOOO O!)UOOOU I12..o(luO 1501,,) !)O 03819.28
IOOJJOOO ..110;)0000 II (U)!)IJO 150i6!!I) oStl38..13
104 (JOUO ..0000000 rzo.oooo 151l 10 ..00 741 1..25
I Distance ~-Coord. Z-Coont Value
10SJJOOO ..0000000 124..0000 150 l(3)1) 8058bAO
112..0000 ..0000000 12ELOOOO 15016.00 88019 ..81
1 16..0000 ..nnnnooo 1320000 15016 ..00 90083.19
120.0000 .1)000000 1Jb ..O(JOO 15016.00 106822.7
124.0000 .0000000 140..0000 15016.00 1 1874119
128.0000 .0000000 144.0000 15010.00 132812.2
132.0000 .0000000 148.0000 15016.00 149504.4
136.0000 .0000000 15!.0000 15016.00 109406.6
140.0000 .0000000 1560000 15016.00 193268.6
144.0000 .0000000 160.0000 15016 ..00 22206S.0
148JJOOO ..0000000 164.0000 15016.01) 257028.
152.0000 .0000000 168.0000 15016.00 299809.8
156.0000 .0000000 172.0000 15016 ..00 352537.8
160.0000 0000000 176.0000 1SO I b.OO '+17749)3
164.0000 .0001.)000 18(3)000 15016.00 51)0805.6
168.0000 .0000000 18..10000 15016(}() 615255 ..4
172.0000 .0000000 188.0000 J5016.0U 895758 ..9
170.0000 .OOOO(JOQ 192.0000 15016.00 ,183551.,
180.0000 0000000 190..0000 1501600 1578155.
184..0000 .0000000 200.0000 15016 ..00 21595·46.
188.0000 .()OOOO!)!) 20..10000 1501 u..OO 31 14193
192.0000 .0000000 208..(01)1) 15016JJO 5(1115408 .
1% 0001] .0000000 212.000G 150! 6 ..()O O..i063932E+oS
200 ..0000 00(100000 .~ie.oocc 150]6.DO U.4457077E-HJ8
99
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C.2.1 Changing the Value of '5'
Distance X-Coord. 'i-Coord. Z-Coord. Value
,0000000 ,0000000 ,0000(100 7000 ..000 221432.5
4.000000 .0000000 .OOOUOOO 6996.000 226017.0
8..000000 ..0000000 ,0000000 6992.000 230792.6
12.00000 ,0000000 .0000000 69t:S.OOO 235771.:5
16.00000 .0000000 .0000000 6984.000 240966 ..9
20.00000 .0000000 .0000000 6980.000 2~u393,2
24.00000 .0000000 .0000000 6976 ..000 252066.2
2&.00000 ..0000000 ..0000000 6072.000 258003.1
32.00000 ..0000000 .(1000000 0968.000 204222.8
36.00000 ..OO(}OOOO .0000000 6964.000 n07·ISt)
40.00000 .0000000 ..OOOUOUO 6960.000 217595 ..2
44J)OOOO .0000000 ..0000000 6956J)OO 284795 ..9
48.00000 .0000000 .0000000 ()952.000 292375.5
52.00000 ..0000000 .0000000 fJ94K.OOO 3003tl4 ..9
5(iGOOOO .0000000 .1)000000 o944.00(i 308798:..2
60.00000 .0000000 .0000000 6940.0uO 317113..5
64.0(1000 .0uOOOOO .oolmooo oY3().OOO 321153,3
68..00000 .0000000 .0(100000 6<)32..01)0 337165,,2
72.00000 ..U()OOUOO .!)GOOO!)U ()928..U(:O 347802<)
76.00000 .OllIHJOOI) ..0000000 6924.ll0U ::591270
80 ..00UOO .0000000 O!]OOOOO (J920 OW) 371206,1
8400000 .OUUO(lOO ..00001]00 6911.10(1) J8·H 183
88.00000 ..0OOO()(l0 .0000000 (,qI2 ..!lDO 397q52J;
92.00000 ..0000000 J)OOU!lOO ,,],12812.3\
96 ..0()OOO "OIH)OO(lU 1)1)00000 (J90..J. ..!I(JO .l2SS 14..8
I DO !JOOO 01)00000 OOO!JUO!) ·),401)9"' ..0
104..0000 ..011110000 IIlJII()ii100 464820 1
Appendix C lOt
"-Coord. Z~Coord. ValueDistance X-Coord,
108..0000 ..!JOG!)OOO O()OOUOI) (1892,1)110 '+85172.0
1 .2 ..0000 ..0000000 ..00(1(1000 681l8UJOU 507373,.)
I10.0000 ..0000000 ,0000000 (JSS4.00(1 5316895
120.0000 ..0000000 .000:0000 6880JJOO 558437 ..2
124.0000 ,0000000 ,0000000 6876J)OO 588(100 ..6
128,0000 .0000000 3)000000 6872.000 620848,9
112.0000 .0000000 ,0000000 6868,000 657561.8
136.0000 .00000(1) .0000000 6864,OUO ()(J8:863,9
140.0000 .0000000 ,OOUOOOO 6860.000 745073.1
144.0000 0000000 .OOO()OOO ti856.000 71:)9109.5
148.0000 .0000000 ..0000000 6052 ..000 8608%.2
152.0000 .0000000 .OOO(JOOO tJ8'+S 000 9329109
156,uOOO ..OO(JOOOO ,0000000 684.J. (}OO !Ol'~O19.
160.0000 .O()OUOOO ..0000000 6840.000 I120150.
164 ..0000 0000000 ..0000000 6836 ..000 1244976 ..
168.,0000 .,Ot)I)OOOO ..0000000 6832 ..000 140100').,
172,OUOO 3)000000 ..0000000 t)S2S.000 1601623 ..
176.0000 .OOOOOOQ O[)OOOOO 0824 ..000 18(19109.
180.0000 .0000000 .0000000 b82001]0 :?243589 ..
184.0000 .0000000 OOOOUOO (,816 ..000 280531u ..
188JJOOO ..oooouon OOOU000 b812JJOO 3741513
192 ..0000 ..00;)0000 .01.11)0000 (JS!J8..ono 5013919 ..
196..(1)00 ,0000000 .OOOOOUO (J804.o(JO 0..1 1231 15E+08
2000000 .0000000 ,OOOOU!)t) 6S00.000 0451·~21 OE+t)'l
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C.2.2 Changing the Magnitudl. of Qo
Distance X-Coord" '\ ~Coord. Z-Coorrl. Value
CO(J(lOOO nouoooo ..0000000 zooo.noo 446.1..+48
2.000000 ..OOOG ..OUOOOOO 6991tOO!) 455.3153
4.000000 (1<)( .,1(11) 0000000 6Y96 ..000 "16-1-..8679
6.000000 ..1)00IiOIII.1 r" 6994.000 474,8271" )1
8..000000 .0000000 (1(l()I)nOO 6Q9:JJOO 485,2192
10.00000 ,0000000 ."1000000 6990 ..000 496.0733
12.00000 .0000000 ..0000000 6988.000 501.4208
I·tO(' )00 .ocooooo .(JOOOOOO 6986 ..0(l(l 519.2960
16.00000 .OOI)Ot:1' I JII)(}OOOO 6984.000 5317368
18,00000 ,OGot)l~OO tlOOOOOU 6982,1100 544.7845
20.0('000 ,.(1)1)0000 .0(1)(1000 6980 (lUO 55:)4845
22,r)(lOOO ..OnOtjo(Jo ..O(HJllOtH) 6')78 ..000 57208872
24.0(1)00 ,0000000 ,OUOOOOO 6976 ..000 588.0479
26.00000 . c·IOOO(lO ..0000000 0')74.(100 . ifl.]. 0.;82
28.00000 ..000(1)(10 .coouooo IJ972.o00 ()20 890 1
30JH)Don uoouooo .000000(, 6970 ..00n 038,,7282
32 ..000iJO .0000000 000(1)00 b968 ..000 657.6092
34 ..neOO() .OOOO!)!)!) ..000'1000 6900.01..;0 (,17 (>345
3b ..UOOOU .ooooooo .0000000 (,')(,·+"000 ()'1S.91 13
38.0U000 .0000000 OIlI)OIlOIl 0')62 ..000 72 L5tJ W
..1.0..00000 J)OOOOOO UOIIOUOO tJ9110 000 745.7200
42,00000 K)OOlIOllO OI)OO()IJO b958..1100 nL5kl"~
.,;;·tOIJOOO ..OUOOOOO .!JOOQ(_1(_lO b95bJJOJ 7')'1.2170
,lb4JOOOO .0000000 IlOIlO!)! 10 (,(154..0UO 828 ..9373
43JJ'I(jlKI ..110tlO!_l( )0 OIl'IIlOUO (><)523)011 8(1)943:6
5U..()I)Oll(1 01100000 0000000 b'l50 ..UOO 895,,5 ~
5::'.1)0000 .UUI10tJOIJ OOUU(ii'l 1,<))..,\8000 932,,~)585
..J.ppt'lltii'( C
Valul.'Distance X:'Coord.
54..00000 O!)OO!JOO ..((l(l«1t101111 (O...j·(, 11(10 t)7J"l}if);25
5t,l)OOOO U0I1!)UOO !lODOOlIO 11'4l00o Inl- .... - --
58 ..00000 ..0000000 ..!lUUOOOO f_\942 ..00U 10M 7uu
f)(J.OOOOO ..0000000 00001100 (1940 ..0(10 ILU97
1)2..00000 ..01100000 .O(JO()OtlO t,93K.OOO I{7(;;.326
M ..OOOOO ..OUOOOG..} .OIII)01)I)() 1)~13(1.I)G() 1245.024
6() ..OOOOO ..(1)( 10000 ..0000000 {)934 ..o0n 1318.451
68.00000 .0000000 ..(lOOOOOO 6932 ..000 1401,051
70..000(lO .!mOO!)lY) ..0000000 o93U.OOO 149..L67tl
72.00000 OOOOOClO .ouooooo ()lJ28.0(lO 1601.671
741)0000 IlOOOO()O .0000000 (Jt)2(,.uOO 112:'"12,(1
7(1 onooo ..(l{1~)Ollon ..uoooooo 0924 ..0(1) 1809..156
78 ..00000 ..0(11)0000 .OOt lilt >lll, ol)22 ..00f) 2039]75
80 ..000(lO ..I)()OOOOO ..()l)OOOOI) 6920 ..000 22,43 ()37
S2..0(_hj()(J ..00UO(lOO ..0000000 I) I.S.OOO 2,·N3 ..29I
8...J..OOOOO O(lO(HJ(IO ..(JUOOOOO (,'110 ..000 2805.358
80.(1)UOO ..(IOOO!)!)(J ..onO! 1m)!) 091--1. ..000 320(1588
88.00000 ..01 mOI)l)O .UIl(ll)IIOO (\<l 12, 1H1O 37-11.561
90 ..00IJOU .(lou(Joun 000000') ,-"I) 10 ..0110 4'+'10523
Y2 ..0IJOOO ..I)(J()OOOO ..!)OllOOOn {i"OS I)00 SId 3.!ltJ 7
94011000 (1(lI)OOIl(l ..!JooooOU ()'I\_,1;J.IUIl 1·:·So.J7..J
'l() ..tHI! IOU ..(lUI )(1000 ..IH)O('II(I() illJ( qUOO I \1"1-\\ Ll t}l "'-~"!l
98.0IH)OU IJ(ltlll(I(J11 DIlUUU!)!! C,'llI2,JI(l!1 224()!j 05
1000;lO!) !lOtm(HIO J)lIJ!lOOO(l (,(l()O (lon 451'+2 ..15
l!13
dJmelUlix C
C.2.3 Changing the Space ';harge Radius
Distance X-Courd. \-Cuul'(i. Z-Courd. '"I
..0000000 .0000000 ..0000000 7000 ..0(10 ~46144 ..8
2J)OOuOO .OOOUOOO J)OOOOOO 0998.000 455315 ..3
4 ..000000 .O(JOOOU!) ..OllOO'J(H) 6{),)o ..OOO 464867.9
0.000000 .(1)00000 UIlIJOO!'iJ (1994.000 474827 I
8.000000 ..QOO()OOll .ooeouoo 0992.000 .:~g52192
llU)OOOO .0000000 ..OOOOUOO 0990J)OO .~9(1073..3
12.00000 .0000000 .OOUUOOO 6988!)00 507·t?O.S
14.,00000 ,I}OOOOOO .0000000 0986.000 519296 ..0
16 ..00UOO ..001)01)00 .0000000 6984.UOO 53173uJ3
1G00000 .OOUO(JOU ..(hJOOtJOO 6<'82J)00 5447845
20.00000 ..OOOUOOI) ..OO()OUOO b9SU 00(1 5584:>:;4.0
22 ..00000 .0(01)000 . (lOOO(JVO 6978..000 572887.2
24.00000 . ')IJOO!_l(JI) ..OtHHlOUIJ 6!)7b ..UOO 5881148 ..0
20,00000 )JO!)(l(l!)1} ..Ot)tl!.IUOO t)':J7.tOOo 0040282
28 ..(ltlOOO ..OIJ!j(I!)OO . (lO( lOU(H) 0972 ..000 (_i2(Jg'~b,,3
30 ..00000 ..!.JI)()()!J'lJO JJ!l!J(J()(jO bIl7IUJ(l(1 038728,,3
32.00000 ,1)000000 ..!IOllOOOO 6lJ0R.dOO ()57tl!)l),2
34 ..0(jOOO (lOP JOIJI) .1 )1)( lOO(l!) (1'·.1(,(..1)1)0 (>71034..5
3I.:J..!JUOOO ..oooouoo ..llonOtJOo (Iql"l_~ .000 flt)S'lI 14
38 ucooo tJ!)(J!H1UO oooouoo (j'lb2 ..000 7'2150 to
..t·O 1)(1"!)O .()OOIlI)()() IJlHHHl!IO hl)t,OOL!IJ 74572I.L
42 ..00000 .!IOO(JOUO JJOPtlon!) o'l58.00() 15..1(15
4·4.oe!10n ..OtlU(JOUO 110(101)00 "l)5t, 000 1'1')21
.ttl"OlltKl(J .1.l00IHJOO .1)(hllIUIJ[J 0')54 ..000 828")37,,4
48.0('000 .I!1)(lll'hll,. 0000000 (j!)52 000 8h!l'J ..jJ
5!1..(H)!lOll mlllwl1JO 00(100110 ()<J5!UlIli!! ;;9551 I
5_ ..!111()!)(J 1)(10(111(10 1/,II!II)lHI()i (It!-l:-\ 000 q~2q5S
105
I 9'\.I}(JilOO
iL_I'·..··.IJ()O._O ~ • _
I Distance
54..00000
511..00000
58.00000
60.00000
62.0000,]
64.0uOOO
66.00000
68.00000
70.00000
72.00000
74.00000
7tdJOOOO
78.00000
80.(lt)OOO
g2.001100
84.00000
:Sb ..OOOOO
88.0()OUO
90 ..00000
92.00000
94.00(1)0
96 ..0;)1100
X-Coord. \-COOl"d. L!: 001'1. Value
.0000(1)1) .llnO!lUOO ()l)·~o..!It ") 9i3r,02 is
.0000000 00110000 t\94·4 uoo I 18!Jt11
..0000000 .(HH)OI)OU ()l)42J)Ou 1Ubh701 ..
.0000000 .UOOOOlJO 69·1O.noo ,120198!
.0000000 .QUOODOU 6938.000 1179326 .
..11(100000 .0onO()O(l 6936 om) 12..J.5025..
..(JO(}[1000 ..0000000 693·tOOO 1318452 .
..0000000 ..0000000 b932.000 1401058 ..
.0000000 ..0000000 6930 ..000 1494679 ..
.0000000 .0000000 6')28.000 1601675 .
JJ()!_lIJOOO ..0000000 692tl coo 1725132 .
.oouoooo ..0000000 b924 ..00u lS691 ()IS .
.OOOOO(J( I .eocoooo b922 ..000 203939b
.0000000 JlOOOOOO 6920J)OO 2243679.
.0000000 .OOOOOuO 6918.000 2.49~,385 .
.0000000 ..0000000 6916 ..000 2805()OL
.UOOOGOO JJO(JOOOO t)l) i-l- ..OOU 320731 b..
..O(l()oOUO ..OOOOOI)(J 6912 I)')(J 3744184
..1)OOI)UOO J I()OrJOll0 (ll) 1D.tlll! I 4502622.
.O(JOUOOO ,OOntl!j(_ll) (lI)08rh") 4509588.
..OOO[)O[JU Udl)OOOO t)"mt)OUI) 451 1078
..(I()UOOOO ..0000000 (}'lIl4 ..000 ~511271.
..OOOOOJO ..fll)()lloOtI (J(J1_l2.IlOI) 451 128../
..0000000 ..(..1)(1(10(10 (,'lO!l(lUO 451 1208..1
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C.3.1 Changing the Space Charge Position
Distance X-Coord. \-Coord. Z"Coord. \ alue
JJOOOOOQ O~YJOOO(l .oooouoo (l000 1)00 343930 ..7
2.000000 .0000000 ..000uOOO 5(1983)00 35653(1 !
4.01]0000 ..0000000 ..0000000 59')IJ..OoO 3()81572
b.UOUOOO ..0000000 0000000 S'l94.000 38020S.~
8.000000 .1l0001100 JJOOUOOO 5992.000 3')2539.4
10.00000 JJOOOOOO .0000000 5991)..000 405102.1
12.00000 .0000000 .0000000 5988.000 418128.6
14.00000 .0000000 OO(JOOOO 5986.000 43[497.3
1t1.OOOOO ..OOOOOOU ..0000000 5984 ..000 445325.3
18.00000 ..!J[JOOOOO ..OOOUOOO 5982 ..oUO 459b(192
2lLUUOOO ..1)000000 .oooonoo 5%:0 ..000 474585 l)
22.00000 .,OOOOOOU .OOOOUOO 5978.0;)0 ..j,l)o13S ..[
24.00000 .0000000 ,,0000000 5t)76.00o 500379,.7
20.000 )0 .000:],000 .0000000 597+.UOO 523381,,5
28 ..00000 .0000000 .(J!lIj(lI)O(l 5') T2..(J()(J 541232.,1
30 ..000(1) ..0000000 .OO(JOIIUO S'I70 (HI!) 559Ql)4,.4
32.00(1)0 .O( J()OOO(J !lOOOOOO 5l)(!S 000 S7q;'o3"5
34.00000 J1UO()OllO ,.!H.)OOO(JO 5<)(10 ..000 (l[)O()3S5
36.00000 ..uoooooc ,(lOOOOUU 5 'It),+' oou (_)227297
38.,OOOO(J noot)OO() ,,\)OOOO(l() 5')",21.11)0 (,40 \(111 S
'+0 Of .ouo .111)0000:1 (lOII(JO!JLJ 51)(Jonon 071071
42,,(J()()OO ..UOOOOlJ(1 .OtJlI[J!)IJ!) 5'158 uno 0')7(1214
"~"UJOOO!) (l(lOO(IOO !)lIU!IOIIU 5<)50n(JO 7:~5q8') 'l
,+(1..00000 IlUOIH)OO ()!HI!j!JIl!1 C:;'J54JJOO 75()3S4 ..1
·~8 ..0(_)O()O .!llII lUIJOO (l:)1I! 1000 5')5211(10 78IJ042 ..U
5000000 ( IOOIlO()(l (H]II(I(l!II) 5<)511000 82423')5
52 ..!)I.lUOtl OWl!l(I(_)O ..llll(IIl!l!II.! 5"14KOIII(l S(l22t)KIIl
107
X-Coord. Valu eDistance
54 ..00000 JlIlOOnOU 11001]000 5'lJoJ,OO '10351)42
Su ..UOOOO 111100000 ..1)1100000 5t)44 00(1 9485735
:58.00000 .0000000 .0000000 5942J)OO 997705..1
60.00000 .0000000 .0000000 SY40..UOO 1051805 ..
:i!.OOOOO .0000000 0000000 5038.UOO 1II 14611
64.00000 .0000000 ()OOOOOO 593tdJOO 1 i77b74.
66J)OO:JO .OlJOOOOO JIOOOOOO 5934 ..000 1251602.
68.00000 .0000000 3lO000no 5932 ..000 1334696.
70.00000 ..0000000 JJOODOOU 5930.000 1428792.
72.0:)000 .0000000 .0000000 SQ28.000 1536251.
74 ..00000 .0000000 .UOOOOOO 592b ..UOO 16b0161.
76.00000 .0000000 ..0000000 :.924JJOO 1804635 ..
78.(10000 .UOO()(lOO ..OOUUllUU S9'~ "1 OOU 1975287 .
80JH)OOO .0000000 ..01>00000 59,;" 000 2179973.
82.00000 .0000000 ..0000000 5918.000 24300·[~,.
84 ..00000 ..0000000 ..0000000 5016.1)00 2742515 ..
86.00000 ..OUOOOOO .000DOI}I) 5914 ..000 3144142 .
88.00000 O(lL\(HJ{JO .1l0ll!{1(l0 5912 ..000 3()7'JS(J4..
90.00000 .COOO(J()(J (IOOOOUn 5910 (lOU 4~288.J.7..
92 ..00000 .0000000 .0000000 5908.!JOO 5552M3.
9~.00OOO ..OOOUO(JO ..0000000 59()bJJOO 7·.1:25433
9b.OOOOO .OO(lO(H]O ..(lOIIWJlj1l 51104.0110 0../ I j 70o0E,f-oS
98 ..00000 ..mH lOOt!! I ,(11)111)001) 59U2.0!JO (J ..;:!24!1'l8oE+08
100.0000 ..OOOOOOU !111m)!)!!!! 5900 ..000 (JA508~.II"E+oS
J
Auusudis. =C . • ~ iOS
C.3.2 Changing the Conductor Radius
Distance X-Coord, \-Coord, Z-COOl'rl. Value
.0000000 .0000000 .OO(JOOQO 6000.000 132541 A:
4.000000 .0000000 ..0000000 5996,.000 14578 ! I
8.000000 ,(J(JOOOOO ,.0000000 5992,000 1551)04,,0
12.00000 .,0000000 OOOO(I(H) 5988.000 Ib4362.1
10.00000 ,,(1000000 ,,0000000 5984.000 172536.5
20.00000 .0000000 ,,0000000 soso 000 1804305
24.00000 .0000000 .0000000 5976.000 188212.5
28.00000 .0(1)0000 ,.(J(JOOOOO 5972"I)(JO 195989.7
3200000 ,,!)OO(JOOO "o( Jon! Ion 5968..ono 20J1i40.8
36.00000 ,.omH}OOO ,.OOOOO(lO 5%4.00() 21 18284
40.UU(l()O .OOOUO()(l .cnoouoo 5l)(JO.Ouo 220005 ..'}
44.00000 .uouoon(l !lOOOOOO 5956 nou 228422.2
48.00000 ..oou! lOOO .0000000 "l)52,.OO() 231122.5
52,1)0000 000(l000 .,()OO(lOOU 5948 ..000 2401512
5().,(JC.~~ .C)tlOO[lOO ,1_)(lOOOOO 5")44 ..001) 255553,.5
00..00000 . (IOO( 100(1 !)C'H"1110 5'l41) 000 2(j5316 , 1
04 ..00000 ..O(J(l(J(l!)O 1)(10011110 5'1J() !JOO 275r)()<J..
68,.00000 ..OOOI)UOO OI)IlOOOO 5932.000 286487..1
72JJon(jO ..OO{)1I000 (IIHH)ll(JO 5(21)JlOU 2'17SS1.J
7 {J ..00000 .ooooooo OIH:OOO(j 5924.!lUO 3091)35.3
80 (HJ(lOt) Jl(JOO()()O .O:JO(J(JOO 592U ..IHHJ 322703 ..5
84000{J!1 O(lOOOOO OtI(lOO!IO S'llb OOU 33b273,,()
ss.ooooo (HH)(IOOO ..oUl.mooo 5912 ..000 J~,<r:35,q
92 ..!JUIJOO OOI)(I(lOU !lOOO!!!)!! S'lOs..()On 3Mi 1)7..2
Q() !I(l()OlJ 0000000 !lUIlW)!lO 5904.,OO(l J~]777,,2
100 OOdO .O! IOU! lOU 1l!)I)lJ(I{Hl 5'lI III 000 ..!'oOldS ..1Ii
W..j·IHlWI 1l!l(!UO(JO .01100000 SS'J!dlOO of I 'It':12.J
Z~Coord.X~Coord. ValueDlstance
108..0000 .oooocoo S:)92 ..000 ·l·lOi}K ...I
[ 12 ..uOOO ..0000000 J)OUUOOO 58(';8.1100 4(,3..J.3IJ.S
116.0000 .01)00000 ..0000(01) 588·tOOO 488232.9
120.0000 .0000000 .0000000 5880.(100 515444.9
124.0000 .0000000 .0000000 5876 ..000 5454579
128.0000 0000000 ..0000000 ::>812 000 578742J)
132.0000 .0000000 .()OOO(lOO 5868J)QO td5877..7
136.0000 .0000000 .0000000 5804.000 657590.3
140.0000 .0000000 ..0000000 5860J1(l0 7047lJR.4
14:tOOOO .0000000 .0000000 5S5tdlOO 758(lS2 ..8
148.0000 ..0000000 ..I)I;:rJOOOII 5<~~;5'!'"OiJ~J 820787.. !
152.0000 .OOO()I)IlD ..0' ()OOOO 5848.000 893169..1-
156.0000 .OOUDOOO ..I)II(IOPOO 5844 ..000 978030.2
loO.OOClI) .0000000 .O\JUl)(I(li) 5840.0(Jll 108 I10.
1t,4 J)l)110 ..0000000 ..00(10000 120(»283
168.0000 3)000000 ..OI)l IOU!)!) 5832 ..0011 13b2(_j4!J..
172 (Jono 0000000 ..IJOOllUOO 5828.000 15(j358~,\
17b.OOOI] ,utl()( )1101.) JJtlllOOUO :5S24 ..WJO IS313l!i
1SO 1)000 ..!!I)OUOO() 5820 ..000 "il 82 ..
1 g.·LO\)OO .(j(_)(HJOOO 00(1)000
188.000:) ..(100111)00 ..OI)!lIIOUU 5812 ..000 37047011 ..
192..1)1)00 ..00(1)01)0 ..ooooouo 5:;"7~ol
lila 0000 ..!Jt)OO(l()ll O(JIHlO(HI 0..1 I!<)~ql
2(1) (loon oOtllH.lOO II -lS IO()09E + !)ii)
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C.3 ..3 The Conductor-Bundle to Plane Gap
Distance X-Coord. Y-Coord. Z-Coord. Value
.0000000 .0000000 ,0000000 60(1)..000 1831886
16.00000 ,0000000 .0000000 5984 ..000 200383)7
32.00000 .0000000 .0000000 5968,000 21975.13
48,(01)00 3JOOOOOO JJOUIHIOO 5952,1)00 2.J.OtJ:;J;;2
1)4,00000 ..0000000 ,0000000 5936.000 26240.23
80.00000 .0(0001)0 .0000000 5920,1)00 28414.18
96.00000 .0000000 ..0000000 5904,.000 30745.85
112.0000 .0000000 "O(JOOOOO 5888J)OO 33047.54
128..0000 .0000000 ..0000000 5872..000 35179,08
14·tOOOO ..0000000 ,.OO()OOOO 5S5bJJUO 37744 ..72
160,0000 .000000(' .OOOOO(.() 5840 ..00U 40106.13
176.0000 .0000000 ..UOOOllOO 5824.000 42638.28
192.0000 3)000000 ..0000000 5808,.000 45171.7::5
208.0000 .0000000 ..0000000 5792.000 .1,7775,73
224.0000 (11)«)0001) ,O(lO!)!)OO 5770.000 50439017
24U ..OOOO .OOOllUnO .0000000 57(1)..000 53194 ..90
256.0000 ..OOOOOUO .0000000 574,tno() 56055,(Jl)
272.0(1)0 .0000000 ..0000000 5728.000 59030.2!
''ill
288 ..0(JuO ,0000000 ..0ooounQ 5712,.000 02150.88
30·UIOOO ,OtJOOOOu .0000000 5090 ..000 t,54It) 80
3.~O,OOOI) ,O! IUOOUll (l!)OI)UO(l 5680.000 ()gSS263
3360000 ,0000000 OO!)()OOO Silt'..:j·ono 7:!479 ..26
352.0000 OUOl)000 ..1)1)00000 se-rs.ooo 70320 .22
3{)~UJO')() ..0000000 OI)!I[JOOO 5(,32 ooo ::'0402 ..25
.... ,'>1J, ,.'1'00 ,0000000 ,1l(1)OOrl(1 )(, I ~»JJI)O 84755 90~ll
4';~'J ..OUOO ,()(IOOOOO .(1)0110(10 5600,000 SlI41tl.]9
41() 0000 00(l0000 .llIlthllnn 5584 uoo ')442.1.54
It ()
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X-Coord. Y-Coord. Z-C oord.Distance Value
432.t)OOO ,,0000000 ,,0(1)00110 55l,8.0'1ll Q982SlN
448,()OIJO .oonoooo ,,0000000 5552JlOIJ 105\'>(;3 2
464.0000 .0000000 JJOOOOOO 5536,,(1)0 I1205(),()
48ltOOOO ,,1)000000 ,0000000 5520.000 1 19028.2
496.0000 0000000 ,,00000(1) 5504,,000 126694 ..5
512.0000 .0000000 J)OOOOOO 5488.000 [35173.3
528JJOGf) .0000000 .0000000 5472.000 144610.0
544.0000 .0000000 .0000000 5456,,000 155186.1
560.0000 .0000000 .0000000 5440.000 107131.5
576.0000 ,0000000 ,0000000 5424.000 18074L5
592.0000 .0000000 ,,0000000 5408,000 196402,.4
608.0000 .0000000 .0000000 5392 ..000 214028.8
624 ..0000 ..000<)\)00 ..OO!)OOUO 5370.000 23b122,.4
640.0000 .0000000 .ooooooo 5300 ..000 261865.5
656 ..0000 .0000000 .(1000000 534-.1..000 29327,,".9
672.0000 .0000000 ..0000000 5328..000 332484.4
688.0000 .0000000 0000(1(10 5312 ..000 382845.1
704.000() .OOOUOI)O ..Of)(JOOOO 529tU)OO 4..J.9915,g
720 ..0000 ..(lO()(JOOO nooonoo 5280.000 54312b.tJ
730.0000 .0000000 .00000(1) 52b4 ..000 684339.9
752.000(l ..00000(l0 ,0000000 5248..000 91S5bO.5
768 ..0000 .0000000 .oocouoo 5232.1100 1386824 ..
78..J..OI)(lO .0000000 .OOOOOUO 521td)OO 2791272.
800.00(10 ..OOUOOOO UOUOOOO 5200000 o.4512719E+OS
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C.4.1 The Tower IIV!ndow Structure with Three tnenes
Distance X-Coord. Y~Coord. Z-Coord. v alue
.0000000 .0000000 Ib.OOOOO 10016 ..00 18361 R"l,,~
43)00000 .0000000 2(1,00000 10016 ..00 2042 ..UJJ
KOOO(lOO (1000000 24 ..00000 1001 b.OO 22176.60
12.00GOO ..oOOOODO 28.00000 1001b ..OO 23819041
16.0GOOO ..0000000 32.00000 10016.00 2537.KT
20.00000 .0000000 3b.OOOOO roote.oo 26887.91
24.00000 .0000000 40 ..00000 100)6.00 283b9.22
28.(1)000 .0000000 44.tlOOOO 1001b.OO 29837.50
32.00000 .0000000 48.00000 lOOlG ..OO 31305.68
36.00000 .0000000 52.00000 10O!fJ.OO 327S5()9
40.0(J(YJO .0000000 5600000 1001 (Ii 1)0 34286 ..69
·~4.0000U .1)000000 60.00000 10016.00 35S2L86
'+8.00000 .0000000 64 ..00000 100 I tJ .00 37402.26
523)0000 .0000000 US.OOOOO [0016..00 39040 ..39
56.00000 ..0000000 72.00000 10010 ..00 40750.17
(JO.OOOOO ..O(lOOOOtl 7b..1l00OU 1001 o..OO 425.+7.26
04.00000 ..DOOOOOO 80..00000 IO\) 16 DO 4444957
68.00000 J)OnOOO() 84.00000 1001600 ·~6477 ..72
72.00uOO .0000000 88.00000 10016 ()(l 48655 ..07
70.1)UOOO .oeoouoo l)2..()ooon ruo iO ..UO 5101 L3!
80 ..00UOO .1)000000 %.tIUOGO WI) 16J.lO 53577..41
84.00000 .0000000 IO(UIOOO IOUI6J)O )tll3923")
88 ..00(JOO ..0000000 104 ..0000 10010 ..00 5<)501.51
92 ..000t)O (l!)(IOOOO 108.0000 10010.1)0 (12958.52
96" 1)0001) ..0000000 I12..0000 10010 ..00 0t:8..1.1'+3
j!)OJJOOO .0000000 11e.ooco 1001 tI..OO 12.00 ..27
lO4J)IloO O(lI)!10tJO 120..0000 iOn I(>. 00 701371')
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Y-Coord. Z-CoordX-Coord.Distance Value
108.000:) 12.+ ()()tJ!J !nOI li't,!Jl)5
I12..0000 .ooooooo 12:i 0000 IOOI6,,(lr) 88202 ..60
I16.000(J ,,0000000 132,,(1000 10016"00 95620.81
120.0000 .0000000 130.0000 10016 00 11)42086
124.0000 .000000(1 140.00LJ 10016.00 1V 2..2
128.0000 .0000000 14HlOOO 10016.00 125892.0
132.0000 ,,1)000000 148.,0000 10016 ..00 139b31.l
136.0000 .0000000 152.0000 10016.00 155883.6
140.0000 .0000000 156,,0000 lOO[b.OU 175187.2
144.0000 .0000000 160.0000 10011:>.00 198239.1
148.0000 .00')0000 164.0000 10016.00 225886.0
152.0000 .0000000 J 63.00UO 10016.00 259120.,l_!
156.0000 .0000000 172.0000 10016 ..00 298802.0
f60.0000 .0000000 176.0000 10016.00 345084.0
164.0000 .0000000 18(1,.0000 10016.00 389841.6
168.0000 .0000000 18-.1.0000 10016.01) 548814.2
172.0000 ,.0000000 188.0000 10016.00 768549.4
176.0000 ..OOOOI)(J(l 1l)2.000fJ !OOl(),,(lO 1060223.
180,.0000 ,0000(01) 196 ..tJOOO 1(1016.00 1..4(110(n ..
184.000u .0000000 200.0000 1001(1 ..00 204'1783.
1883JOOO .ooooooo 204.0000 10016 ..UO 30 U039.
192.0000 .0000(100 20;:;,.0000 1001 U..nu ..J.CJl191S
196JJOOO .0000000 212 ..0000 lOGIt, ..O!) Illo55412E+OS
21)(U)OOO ..0000(01) 2!tdJOOO 1001oJJO OA441J~73E+08
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C.4.2 The Tower-Conductor-Bundle Gap
~i,tan<c
X~Coord. Y-Coord. Z-Coorrl. value
uOOOOOO .0000000 .0000000 1904LlO 959 ..8737
27.00000 .0000000 27..00000 j'n41 ..10 1249 ..027
54J)OO% J)OOOUOU ~4 00000 . 1(141. 10 1561004
01.00000 .OOUUOOO 8lJJOOOO 1904L!O 1901 110
108.0000 .0000000 '8.0000 i904L10 ~276J41
135.0000 .0000000 135.1]('00 i9041.10 2t-94.515
162.0000 .0000000 162.uOOO '1\)041.10 3155.638
189.000() .0000000 189 ..0000 i9041.10 3657.447
216.0000 ')00(1001] 216.0000 19041.10 4271.313
243.0000 .(1)00000 243.0000 19041 ..10 4976..217
270.0000 .0000000 :70.UOOO !90..1 LIO 578 ..t76(1
297.0000 J)OOtJO(lO 297 ..0000 190·H.1O (J(j")5.496
324.0000 J)OOaOOO 324.[;JOO 190..J.LlO 7743.264
351.0000 JJOOOI)OO 351 ..0000 19041.10 8919.039
378.0000 .0000000 31K.ooon 19D41.! 0 !022b 87
405 ..0000
.
.00000(1) 40).0000 19041.10 1172t).92
432.0000 .0000000 432.00UO l'I'AI.Ill 1332b ..12
459.0000 .0000000 459 ..0000 19041.10 15032.43
486.0000 .ooouOOU ..j·Std)O!lO 1904LW 16810 ..29
513JJ()OO .0000000 sis.cooo 191.' It) UsS:5.98
540.00UO ..0000000 5-10.0000 1'l!141 10 2tl/3..J. ..92
5tJ7 ..!lOOO 3)000000 507.uOOO i<lo41.! (J 23193 ..07
59..1..1)000 .0000000 594.0000 19CH.1O 25597.90
621 ..0000 .0000000 62 I JIOOO 19041 I 28105 ..99
6·~:S.OOOO ..0uOOOOO ()48 ..00UO !9U~1 10 31191 1.2..1
075.0000 .0000000 075.0noo 1'}o41 ..lfl B85!l.99
70::! ..OOOI) ..0011)0IIUO 70" 191Ml I mOll ..50
Distance
72') ,()(H)(J
75tu)Oo(J
783.0(01)
810,,0000
837.(1)00
864.0000
891.(JOOO
918.0000
945.0000
972.(JOOO
9990000
1026.000
1053,,(](J(J
logu.oao
1107.000
1134.000
11 (j 1.000
1188 0;)0
1215.0UO
1242.000
1269.00U
1296.1100
1323,,000
1350,,000
X-Coord.
,,1)0(10(101)
.(l(m(Juuo
,,()OOOOOO
,,0000uoo
OQOOOOO
,,00000(10
JJUOOOOO
,,0000'100
,,0000000
.0000000
,,1)000000
'()OOO(JOO
"O(JOUU(JO
.1)001)000
0000000
.0000000
,,0000000
.O( It)OO(JloJ
.0000000
01)000000
.000(1)00
(lUOOUOO
,,0110(1)00
,,0000000
72l)nn(J1l
OLIII)
1"'3.0000
81 V). GOOI)
837..0000
864.l1:JOU
::\1)1 JHlOO
918.0000
945.uOOO
lJ72000()
l)()90000
1026.000
1053.000
1080.,000
1107.000
1134.000
116i.OOO
118800()
1215 ..000
12·\2JltJU
12119.000
12"'"II•.uOO
13,~3..00n
1350 GOU
!<)0..11 l!l
19041 1(l
19041 io
19041 ..10
19041.l0
1904UO
19041.10
19041.1 0
19(J·~1.10
19041.10
1904L10
1904L10
19041 ..10
19041,10
1')04 i.:0
19041 ..10
19041.10
19041 ..10
11J[)411 0
P104l..lo
19041 lu
191141..1()
1904 l.I 0
l'l041 !U
, aim'
4·4!JtJ1'l..1
481)49 ..76
52387.0')
02371.05
68171..39
74645 ..19
90196..61
99(l95.,80
110(m.8
123020.9
139004.<1
157912.1
UIl.?5S.J
211361.0
2512()2 ..7
307005 ..6
3lJOn4.,l)
52')4fC 0
80(,<)82 (I
1639[(1)
n t512094E+oS
Appendix D
In addition to the tests being performed on hlrymty the g.ap disl:mce" between high
, oltage electrode and the ground plane, which ale the most essential tests for the
Rizk model, other tests have also being performed to analyse the effects ofdltlt,ging
various other parameters in the models of the rod-plane, conductor-plane and 10\\12'1"-
conductor configurations.
In the rod-plane gap, the value of s which defines the position at which the space charge,
Q~"is positioned, is changed, In addition thereto. the effects of varying the charge
magnitude as well as the radius of the space charge are eXU1111Iled.
Changes that are made in the conductor-plane model also examine the .nfluence of
changing the space charge p. .; .1011 as well as how varying til", radius of the conductor
influence ...,1110 breakdown voltage,. The feasibility of using conductor-bundles as opposed
to single conductors is tested,
Two additional tests have been done on the tower-conductor model, Firstly, the tower
window structure IS changed from a square setup With four sides to a square setup with
three sides - two side planes ann a top plane ..Secondly, a test is curied out a lower"
conductor-bundle where the tower w indow has three Sides as desci ibed abov e..
In the following sections. the to!..!.1induced voltage for each ofthe tests will be taken from
the results b'" ~n in the listed sections of Appendix C. The procedure II)! calculating the
continuous leader inception voltage from the total induced
voltage drop and the SUo breakdown voltage will not be discussed as il h:.lsJllrcady been
dealt with in Chapter 3. Chapter ..J and :; for the rod-plane, and
tower-conductor gaps respectively
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D.1.1 Changing the Value of 's' in the Rod-Plane Medel
The magnitude ofs was increased from 100l11rn between the rod tip and the centre of the
space charge to 200111111. The gap leu::;,!hbetween the rod lip and the plane was 7m ..The
results for the total induced voltage measured between the rod tip and the centre of the
space charge are lisle' in Appendix Co 1,1 ..
The total induced voltage measured at a distance 80ntl11 from the centre of the space
charge is 55S4kY. The continuous leader inception voltage is calculated to be %J.SkV
The leader voltage drop is equal to Jo2,9kV and the Sll~o breakdown voltage is 1490kV
This value for the 50% breakdown voltage is compared with that obtained in section 33
The Breakdown Voltage, where .he breakdown voltage obtained for a "1m rod-plane gap
with the space charge at a distance 1DOnun from the rod tip is 1496kV, The measured
value for the breakdown voltage is 1555kV and hence it can be concluded that moving the
space charge further away from the rod tip reduce'S the accuracy of the charge simulation
method,
D.1.2 Cl1anging the M_agnitude of Qo in tile Rod·Plane Model
The magnitude of the space charge, is changed win' estigate if it has any effect on the
results of the charge simulation method ..The gap between the rod. tip and the plane IS
maintained at 7111 and the space charge IS positioned at a distance 10Ul11111 from the rod lip ..
Hence the results can be compared with that obtained for a 711' rod-plane gap m 3..
TrH: space charge is given a new value of 5nC and the results for the total induced
an: given In Appendix C..2..2..
The total induced voltage measured a! a distance 80mm from the centre of the space
charge 1555iUkV The conunuous lemier mcepuon voltage IS then calculated to he
9(l;5 ..SkV. The leader voltage drop is equal to )020<)1;.\/ and the breakdown- O![;lgc
1.J.9bkV
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If this 5u~~breakdown voltage is compared that In section {J Tile Hreakdoun
for a 7m rod-plane gap where the space charge magnitude was , 1I.evalues
are seen to be almost identical, the only differences being dt.e to rounding error. It can
hence be c mcluded that changing the magnitude of the space charge has no effect on the
results of tne breakdown voltage. The reason for this is due to the image charges of the
space charge being scaled by the same magnitude as the space charge resulting in zero
net effect due to a change in the space charge magnitude.
D.1.3 Changing the Rod-Plane Space Charge Radius
The default radius for the space cbarge ll tests done using the charge simulation
method is lrnm, The radius of the space charge is increased to 10111111. The gap ·._Lstance
between the rod tip and the plane is kept at 7m and the centre of the space charge is at
100111111 from the rod tip. The results for the total induced voltage is gi ven in Appendix
(.';.3.
The total induced voltage 80111mfrom the centre of'the space charge is 558.5kV. The
continuous leader inception voltage is thus calculated to oe l)68.7kV. The leader voltage
drop is 301.9kV and the 50% breakdown voltage is 149bkV
There is little difference between the 50U <I breakdown voltage using a space charge with a
lOmm radius as used in this test space charge with a 111m radius as US(;t1 in section
3.1:!.:; A 7m Rod-Plane Gap and hence It can be concluded that the space charge' radius
has no influence on the breakdown voltage when us, the charge simulation method.
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D.2.1 Changing the Value of 's' in the Conductor-Plane Model
The default value for s which has been used in the conductor-plane model is 2u()mm. The
effect of changing the value c f s to 100mm in u 6111 conductor-plane g'.'-lpIS new examined
and the results tor the 50u" breakdown voltage are compared with that in section ··13 T;,'2
Breakdown Voltage for a ':'110 -onductor-plane gap which has the space charge positioned
at 200mm from the base of the conductor, The results for the total indued voltage are
listed in Appendix C 3., I.
Ihe total induced voltage 80ll1m from the centre ofthe space charge is 474,6kV, Thus, the
continuous leader inception voltage is 1321 kV. The leader voltage drop is 203.7kV and
the 50~o breakdown voltage is I675kV .
Comparing this value for the 50% breakdown voltage with that obtained i" seclion·{3
The Breakdown Voltage. it can be seen that there is no d;fference 1Il the voltage
magnitudes. Hence, changing the position of the space charge i:l the conductor-plane
model has no effect on the 50% breakdown voltage.
D.2.2 Changing the Conductor Radius
The default conductor radius is lornrn. A test was carried out where the conductor radius
was changed to ornm to study the effect which the conductor radius ;1ad an th.. breakdown
voltage. A om conductor-plane gap was used with the space charge positioned at 2Cj(lmm
from the base (If the conductor ..The result of the 50~" breakdown voltage is compared
with that in section .f...3 The Breakdown Voltage where the conductor radius is l onun,
Appendix C 3.] lists the results for the total induced voltage
The total induced voltage SOmmlrom the centre of the space charge is 515,5kV .. Ihus, the
continuous leader inception voltage 1$ 1300kV The leader voltage drop IS 211ulk V and
the 50" Il breakdow n voltage is I tl59k V
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This value for the 50'1.!)breakdown is lower than Il1:.1tIn section ,;',,3 The
Breakdown Voltage which is expICcted since a smaller conductor will result in a
larger E-field gradient around the conductor and hence cause leider inception and
consequently breakdown :0 occur at ,J lower value
D.2.3 Modelling a Conductor-Bundle to Plane Gap
Instead of using a single conductor in the conduc.or-plane gap, an investigation was l!lilUe
to see whether Rizk's model could be applied to calculate the breakdown voltage tor .he
conductor-bundle to plane configuration. The single conductor is therefore replaced by
four conductors in a square setup, each of the same radius, ltimm, :IS the single conductor
and with a separation of I 28nun between each other. Hence, the effective equi ~:!It:'11t
radius of a single conductor representing the setup of the four conductors would be
approximately 72..2nilll. The space charge was placed at a distance of 800mm from the
base of the lower conductors md the gap length between the base ofthe lower conductors
and the plane was tim. The results for the total induced voltage is given in Appendix
C.3.3.
The total induced voltage measured at a distance ofSOnml from the centre ofthe "pace
charge is 543.7kV. The continuous leader inception voltage. using the equivalent
conductor radius of72.2mm, is 1372kV. The leader voltage drop is I87,,()kV and the 50"
breakdown voltage is 1713kV"
Comparing this value lor the 50o~ breakdown voltage with that measured in practice for
the same geometry [Paris] which is I 710kV , the simulation result I:; conservative with a
3.2'\, error, Thus it is concluded that Rizk's model for 1 conductor-plane gap ':;.111 be used
10 model a conductor-bundle [0 plane ga~L
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D.3.1 Tile Tower Window Structure with Three Planes
A tower-conductor gap where the tower window structure has three
planes and a top plane- is tested in order to the RiA moue I lor all additional tower-
conductor gap other than that described in Chapter .5where the to-ver window structure
has tour planes surrounding the conductor.
The geometry of the tower-conductor gap and the materials used is exac ly the same as
that tor the 5m tower-conductor gap studied in Chapter 5 with the exception of the
window structure only having three planes which are at ground potential and hence also
only three Images of the conductor, the insulator strings and the space charge. The results
tor the total induced voltage an: listed in Appendix CA. 1.
The total induced voltage measured at a distance of 80mm from the space charge between
the space charge and the conductor is 1O·L~kV 0 The continuous leader .nception voltage is
then 120.5kV.,The leader voltage drop is 168..4kV and the 30"0 breakdown voltage is
1509kV.
The '"esult for the 50'u breakdown voltage is compared with data measured in practice
[Gallet, Leroy, Lacey & Kromer) where the minimum value for the IS given as
1530kV., The percentage error between the theoretical and practical values is 138°'j,
Thus, the model of Rizk is agam verified for the tower-conductor gap whe.e the 50°
breakdown voltage is conservative with respect to practical data,
D.3.2 Tile Tower-Conductor-Bundle Configuration
With the Rizk model neing verified for conductor-bundle 10 plane g.lpS :.u well as for
tower-conductor gaps, an 1:\.~ISmade as, 10 whether tilt: mod-I otRtzk could
be applied to determine the breakdown for tower-conductor-bundle gaps ..
plane - all at ground and hence
The tower window structure was modelled w nth three
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'conductor, the insulator stringc and the space
were used as In Chapter 5 with each insulator
The same V-string insulators
()l1J In The conductor
bundle consisted of tour 30m long conductors, spaced ..J.57,.2mm apart from each other,
Each conductor had a radius of57.15mm. If the bundle of conductors were replaced a
single conductor, the effective equivalent radius of the single conductor would be
257.9mm. The shortest distance from the side of a conductor to a ground plane was 5m. A
magnitude of 5ilt was given to the space charge which was placed at a distance of
1350mm from the centre of the conductor-bundle. The results for the total induced
voltage are given in Appendix c>u.
The tot a! induced voltage measured at ,< distance of Slrnm from the centre 01',1 space
charge was 529.4kV. Using the equivalent radius of a sin)e conductor, the continuous
leader inception voltage is 1331kV. The leader voltage drop is 125.okV and the 50~':'
breakdown voltage is 1601kV.
Data obtained for the 50% breakdown vol-age [Dillard & Hileman] shows that for the
same cor, figuration breakdown occurs at 1590kV. The value for the breakdown voltage
obtained from the Rizk model is slightly higher than that obtained practically with the
difference being H mere O.b56"u. Thus. the Rizk model is suitable for determining the
breakdown voltage for tower-conductor-bundle gape although a small safety factor should
be considered so that the models results art conservative with respect to practical data.
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